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DEEP DIVING AND SUBMARINE OPERATIONS 
by Sir Robert H. Davis 
Containing a history of Siebe Gorman equipment including their many styles 
of diving helmets. Limited edition published to celebrate the 175th anniversary of 
Siebe Gorman in a two volume set bound in reflex blue with gold embossed covers 
and matching dust jackets. Both volumes come in a reflex blue presentation sl ip 
case. 712 pages, over 650 photographs, line drawings and illustrations. Each 
set individually numbered. Limited edition of 1500 copies only. For a review and 
chronology refer to HISTORICAL DIVER Issue No 6. Price $150.00 p&p $15.00. 
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. Contact HDS office for overseas sh ipping 
rates. 
THE BLACK PRINCE AND THE SEA DEVILS: The Story of Valerio Borghese 
and the Elite Units of the Decima Mas 
by Jack Greene and Alessandro Massignani 
In this exciting new volume, Jack Greene and Alessandro Massignani , provide readers with a 
new, well documented account of a fascinating era of diving history. The volume details the 
history of Decima Mas and the Italian underwater effort from their earliest origins in 1915 through 
1945, and even beyond, and includes a comprehensive biography of Valerio Borghese, the 
"black prince" himself. It is a "must buy" for HDS members with an interest in military diving, 
and a fine addition to any diver's library. 
Hard bound in d/j. (2004) 284 pp. , illus, maps, appendix, index, notes $27.50, plus $4 
domestic p&p. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax. Overseas orders contact HDS office at hds@hds.org for p&p rates. 
SILVER SEAS 
by Ernest H. Brooks II 
Silver Seas contains magnificent images from Ernie's 40+-year career, many of which 
have never been published before. The foreword is by Jean-Michel Cousteau. In this 
volume, the master photographer, often referred to as "the Ansel Adams of underwater 
photography," brings together those images that most powerfully speak to the enduring spirit of 
life underwater. Many of these photographs today are in the permanent collections of major museums in 
America and abroad. Accompanied by his own recollections from a lifetime of adventure and exploration, these mag-
nificent silver photographs embody one man 's lifetime pursuit of his art and the discovery of the true purpose of his 
journey: to provide the inspiration for the preservation and protection of our marine environments. 
Hardbound 12" x 12" with dust jacket, 120 pages, Black & White Quad Tone on Ultra Premium Paper, 50 plates with 
additional inset images. $145 plus $12 priority or $6 media rate domestic p&p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. For 
overseas p&p contact HDS office at fax 805-692-0042 or hds@hds.org. 
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SOLID BRASS 
By Bob Wick 
Exciting tales of commercial hard hat diving by HDS member Bob Wick. Bob covers his ca-
reer from UDT through the adventures of the California abalone industry, the oil patch , construc-
tion diving and up to Alaska's Cook Inlet. This book is also illustrated by Bob and has many 
thrilling revelations, including true diving adventures with some names who will be familiar to 
many readers. Bob wrote this book as a tribute to the people in these stories, some who are 
gone but will always be a part of the colorful history of the diving business. Hardbound 239 
pages with b&w photos, illustrations. $17 plus $6 domestic p&p. Contact the HDS office for 
international shipping. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Check the HDS web site for new titles 
www.hds.org 
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The arrival in America of the Aqua-Lung and its co-inventor, Jacques -Yves Cousteau, her-
alded the dawn of the nation's mass reentry into the water. One of the first Americans to 
actually see the Aqua-Lung in action was reporter James Dugan, who saw Cousteau's film 
Epaves in Paris after the city was liberated. In late 1944 Dugan was fortunate to meet Cous-
teau in London, and wrote an article about him and his sensational new device. Dugan knew 
he had a "scoop" but could not find an outlet for his article until late 1948, when Science 
Illustrated ran it. Although the article was around three years old, it was still fresh for the 
American market. Titled, "The First of The Menfish," it is currently believed to be the first 
article published here on Cousteau and the Aqua-Lung. 
Hans Hass and James Dugan, by Leslie Leaney ....................... 22 
While the Aqua-Lung and Cousteau were being ushered into America in print by James 
Dugan, Hans Hass was gearing up for the first Red Sea scuba expedition using his Draeger 
Geegenlung. With an agenda of scientific research and underwater photography, Hass was 
focused on making up for the important time he had lost during the post-war years. Had 
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recently learned of Dugan's article. Here Editor Leslie Leaney rights an historical wrong 
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Douglas N. Privitt, Submersible Pioneer, by Richard Slater Ph. D .. ....... 27 
During the 1950s several large corporations were designing and building small manned 
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Editorial 
While attending a book signing at the giant Barnes 
& Noble Booksellers in downtown Los Angeles, I pe-
rused the magazine racks and found no less than 24 his-
torical magazines. Fifteen of these were fairly evenly di-
vided between World War II and the U.S. Civil War and 
the rest ranged from the Wild West (3) to needlepoint. No 
underwater subjects were found. In the modern section 
there were no "dive" magazines of any kind so I checked 
the book shelves and discovered one or two soft covers 
on sport diving technique written in "decidedly modern 
generic." In the marine science section, on the top shelf, 
resided one coffee table tome on coral reefs. I did find 
Robert Kurson's book Shadow Divers (on the search for 
aU-boat's identity) and that looked pretty good. Finding 
a soft couch with a cup of Starbucks I passed the time 
reading a back issue of Historical Diver from my brief-
case. What irony, sitting within several thousand acres of 
books and re-reading a magazine I had worked on. 
Looking through back issues of Historical Diver I am 
amazed at the quantity and quality of previously unpub-
lished material. Compiling this data is no mean feat nor 
accident. In fact, giving the broad spectrum of subjects 
we've covered you may wonder how they were found 
and brought together in the first place. I must give credit 
to the fertile imagination, unquenchable thirst (mostly for 
anything underwater) and "dogged" perseverance of our 
executive director and cofounder, Mr. Leslie Leaney. Mr. 
Leaney's modesty would and has precluded exposing his 
inner workings to the printed word, so hopefully this will 
sneak passed his eagle eye. Leslie has the enviable ability 
to attract some of the most diverse, the most obscure and, 
consequently, some of the rarest printed words on diving. 
Of themselves these documents may mean little, but put 
into the proper perspective and with enough pieces they 
can be assembled, jig-saw puzzle fashion, into accurate 
and interesting stories. Like-minded volunteer histori-
ans have also contributed their time and often their own 
money to research and then write on subjects that fall 
within their expertise or interest. Juggling what goes into 
each issue then requires a balance between what has gone 
before and new material hiding in our files. The goal is 
to provide you with as fine a magazine as possible. The 
hoped for reward? Maybe a short letter to the editor, a 
nod or comment from a veteran submariner, or a beer of-
fered in some dark corner of the globe. And you don't 
have to visit B&N Booksellers the post will deliver your 
Historical Diver to your door. 
Kent Rockwell 
Associate Editor 
History in 
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founder & CEO 
Visit us online at: 
www.OeiiUtNieWORLDWIDE.com 
the Making 
In 1985, Oceanic'M introduced the world's first 
air-integrated personal dive computer. 
Today in 2004, we are 
proud to offer the 
all-new ATOM'M 
air-integrated wireless 
wristwatch PDC, 
one of the most 
advanced dive 
computers on Earth. 
Over three decades of diving innovation 
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Torrance Parker 
The Board of Directors is pleased to announce the 
appointment of Torrance Parker to the Society's Advi-
sory Board. 
Torrance Parker's work in commercial diving spans 
more than a half century. His career began at age 16 dur-
ing World War II, working on a Greek sponge diving boat 
in the Gulf of Mexico. In 1947 he came to San Pedro, Cal-
ifornia, and founded Parker Diving Service Inc. (P.D.S.), 
a general engineering and commercial diving firm. Since 
its founding, the company has performed work in many 
parts of the United States, including Central and South 
America. It still operates under the Parker name and is 
the oldest continuously operating commercial diving 
company in California. 
Torrance Parker's diving work involved construct-
ing, maintaining, inspecting and repairing most of south-
ern California's post World War II underwater infrastruc-
tures, including oil, gas, water pipelines, sewer pipelines, 
ship launching ways, piers, wharves, and other structure 
foundations. The City of Los Angeles employed Parker as 
their chief diving inspector during the construction of the 
Hyperion Ocean Outfall, which was one of the world's 
largest, longest, heaviest, and deepest pipelines ever laid 
piece-by-piece by divers. He was also chief diving in-
spector on the construction of the Department of Water 
& Power Scattergood Power Plant at Redondo Beach, 
and Terminal Island's Sewer Force Main & Marine Out-
fall installations. Orange County used Parker as chief 
inspector diver on the construction of their 27,400 foot 
long 120-inch I.D. Ocean Outfall. He was employed by 
Southern California Edison as chief diving inspector on 
the construction of the San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant. 
In 1955, during southern California's early offshore oil 
operations, Parker dove on the first floating vessels to de-
velop oil drilling technology using rotary drilling equip-
ment, then helped install California's first deepwater oil 
production platform. For the maritime industry he carried 
out underwater hull surveys and repairs to more than one 
thousand steel merchant ships, which, combined with the 
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ship-work of P.D.S. divers, set a record in the two ports 
by servicing more than twenty-five hundred merchant 
and Naval vessels. 
In 1953, P.D.S. carried out the first underwater NDT 
inspections with an audigage. In 1962, Parker introduced 
the first sub-sea television equipment to the Los Angeles 
and Long Beach Harbors, and in 1968, introduced the first 
powered brushing equipment for underwater hull clean-
ing to those harbors. Parker's major salvage operations 
include the 38,000-ton tanker SS SANSINENA, which ex-
ploded and sank on September 17, 1976, spilling 30,000 
barrels of bunker fuel onto the Los Angeles Harbor floor. 
It is the biggest and most expensive environmental clean-
up job in the history of the port. 
Upon retirement, Parker barnstormed his 1928 vin-
tage Travel Air biplane on cross country flights around 
the United States and pursued his interest in researching 
the history of diving. He became a Founding Member 
of the Society and served as a Director during the early 
1990s. In 1997 he co-organised a tour of historical Eng-
lish diving sites with Colin Taylor. Recently he surveyed 
the Gulf of Mexico's deep water sponge bars unworked 
by divers since World War II, a project that took three 
years to accomplish. He is the author of the book 20,000 
Jobs Under the Sea - A History of Diving and Under-
water Engineering. In 2002 he helped bring the exhibit 
"20,000 Jobs Under the Sea" to the Los Angeles Mari-
time Museum in San Pedro. 
Parker is a member of the Los Angeles & Long 
Beach Society of Port Engineers and Quiet Birdmen and 
is Associate Member of the Early Birds of Aviation. For 
his work on behalf of diving he received The Historical 
Diving Society U.S.A., E. R. Cross Award in 1997, the 
Historical Diving Society U.K. Dr. Art Bachrach Literary 
Award in 1998, and the California Wreck Diver's Hall of 
Fame Award in 2000. He lives in Rancho Palos Verdes 
with his wife Tina, so they are able to be near four of their 
six children, nine grandchildren, and the sea. 
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The Hans Hass "Diving To Adventure" Award 2004 
James Cameron 
The Society is pleased to announce that the recipient 
of the 2004 Hans Hass Diving To Adventure Award for 
Science and Technology is James Cameron. Internation-
ally acclaimed for his innovative and successful under-
water movie making, Cameron has been a member of the 
Society Advisory Board for several years. 
James Cameron has served as writer, producer, di-
rector, and/or editor on such films as Terminator, Aliens, 
Point Break, Terminator II: Judgment Day, True Lies, Ti-
tanic, and his underwater spectacular, The Abyss. HDS 
members Phil Nuytten, Bob Kirby, Al Giddings, Ralph 
White and Emory Kristov have supplied their expertise 
to Cameron's visions. Titanic, which Cameron wrote, 
produced and directed, currently holds both the domestic 
and worldwide box office records, having grossed over 
$1.8 billion at the global box office. The film received a 
record-tying 11 Academy Awards, including Cameron's 
three Oscars for Best Picture, Best Direction and Best 
Editing. 
Cameron has also immersed himself in the study 
of man's potential next great step in the exploration of 
space: Mars. Through extensive research, and working 
closely with experts at NASA and throughout the private 
sector, Cameron has developed a wholly feasible near-
term mission architecture, which could put man on the 
red planet within the next 15 years. 
In 1995, Cameron made 12 dives to the TITANIC in 
preparation for his feature film. In recent years, his desire 
to bring that profound experience to audiences around 
the world motivated Cameron to turn to documentary 
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film-making and the development of a 3-D "Reality 
Camera System," which he co-developed with Panavi-
sion and Sony. Cameron's brother Mike designed and 
built underwater housings that enable the cameras to 
be taken to depths of up to 20,000 feet, as well as two 
ROVs with the capability to travel anywhere inside the 
wreck, limited only by their size. The expedition was the 
subject of Cameron's 3-D !MAX movie, Ghosts of The 
Abyss. In May of 2002, Cameron guided his cameras in-
side the wreck of the battleship BISMARCK, which resulted 
in groundbreaking discoveries about the sinking of the 
legendary German battleship, and the Discovery Channel 
documentary, James Cameron s Expedition: Bismarck. 
His most recent expedition to the hydrothermal vents is 
the subject of, Aliens of the Deep, Cameron's latest 3D 
IMAX film. Cameron was joined in his exploration of 
these extreme environments by a team of young scientists 
and marine biologists to study how life forms discovered 
there represent life we may one day find in outer space. 
The Award. The Hans Hass Awards are named "The 
Diving To Adventure" awards in recognition of Professor 
Hass'first English language book, Diving to Adventure, 
which was published in New York in 1951. The book be-
came, and still is, a major influence to many of todays 
senior underwater writers, photographers, filmmakers, 
scientists, engineers and ocean adventurers. The Award 
plaque itself bears a bronze relief image of Hans Hass 
and is created, designed, and donated by the noted ma-
rine artist Wyland. 
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HDS helps in the launch of 
USSMoMSEN 
On August 28, 2004, U.S.S. MoMSEN, the 
latest addition to the US Navy's global fleet, 
was commissioned at Panama City, Florida. 
The ship is named after Vice Admiral "Swede" 
Momsen, who has to his diving legacy the 
famed Momsen Lung, and the development of 
the submersible bell that rescued those trapped 
inside the U.S.S. SQUALUS in 1939. 
To recognize the career achievements of 
Vice Admiral Momsen, the U.S. Navy installed 
a Wall of Honor below the ship's bridge. A 
search was launched to acquire items to place 
on the wall and several former navy divers 
were invited to assist. The most elusive article 
proved to be an original example of the Mom-
sen Lung. NEDU's Bob Barth and ADCI's 
Ross Saxon exhausted all the usual avenues 
within the Navy and the military, but came 
up empty handed. Ross eventually contacted 
the HDS office as time was running out be-
fore the commissioning date. Fortunately, one 
HDS members had loaned a Momsen Lung 
for the HDS display at the Long Island Mari-
time Museum. (See "HDS Display Opens at 
Long Island Maritime Museum," by Bob Rus-
nak, HDM Vol. 8, issue 4, 2000). The mem-
ber agreed to donate the Lung to the HDS, so 
that HDS could in tum donate it to the U.S.S. 
MoMSEN. Within a few days of Ross' call Bob 
Rusnak had shipped the Lung to the U.S. Navy. 
The navy built a special display case for the 
Lung and it was available for inspection on the 
Wall of Honor during the commissioning tour 
of the ship. The display case contains a plaque 
recognizing the donation from the HDS, and 
we are pleased to be able to assist our navy 
whenever we can. Our thanks to Captain Mark 
Helmkamp USN, and Captain Jim Wilkins 
USN, for acknowledging the contribution of 
the Society to the commissioning event. 
The name of the Historical Diving Society 
now sails with the fleet. 
-Staff 
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August 
Panama City, Rorltla 
USS MOMSEN (DDG 92) 
COMMISSIONING 
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HDS-USA 2004 Conference 
Banning's Landing, Wilmington, California 
September 25-26 
Tracy Robinette and Peter Katz 
Dan Berringer inspects a regulator at 
Phil Nuytten 's display. 
As last year's HDS Conference was held in Key 
Largo, Florida, the Society returned to the West Coast 
for the 2004 Conference held at Banning's Landing. The 
Banning's location is only a stone's throw from the site of 
E.R. Cross's old Sparling School Of Deep Sea Diving. 
The weekend event started with an informal gather-
ing at the Marina Inn in San Pedro on Friday evening. 
Older members welcomed new faces to the event. Chris 
Webb dropped in from Knoxville, Tennessee and noted 
that "The farthest west I've ever been was Texas." Aus-
tralia's Peter Katz flew in from Dee Why, New South 
Wales. Peter is keen on vintage scuba designs and is Chief 
Engineer with Australia's Sea Hornet Scuba (a division 
of T.D. Preece & Co. Pty Limited). Our guest speakers 
traveled long distances as well; Dr. Phil Nuytten cargoed 
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Ed LaRochelle and Mark Howell 
HDS France's Vice President, Philippe 
Rousseau with Commeinhes display. 
in from North Vancouver, B.C., while Philippe Rousseau 
jetted from Paris, France, and Sid Macken drove down 
from Oregon. 
On Saturday, Banning's Landing Community Cen-
ter was transformed into an HDS museum with displays 
of extremely rare diving equipment. California Classic 
Divers had a display focusing on the equipment of E.R. 
Cross that included a Plexiglas demonstration helmet, 
and a slick Morse McCray helmet from Washington, 
one of nine made, and a very rare 5-bolt Morse that was 
part of the dive locker at Sparling. Ed LaRochelle dis-
played some very nice spearguns and scuba units, while 
Tracy Robinette featured recent acquisitions from the old 
Voit tool room. Mark Howell displayed several unique 
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Conference speakers: Philippe Rousseau, Norma Hanson, 
Phil Nuytten and Sid Macken 
and very early Navy Aqua-Lungs and Dr. Phil Nuytten's 
Aqua-Lung display was, well, let's just say that if Dr. 
Phil didn't have it on the table then it was probably a 
prototype still locked in a French museum. Phil brought 
in over 40 Aqua-Lung regulators and one of the most ex-
citing and most successful pre-Cousteau compressed air 
scubas, the Commeinhes GC42. We will feature this unit 
when we publish the Conference papers in HDM No. 43. 
The HDS table was heavily visited as well, due in part to 
the return of the "used books" section. 
Canada's HDS President, Dr. Phil Nuytten, was the 
first speaker, delivering his paper on Canadian Emile 
Gagnan, co-inventor of the Aqua-Lung and quiet genius 
of compressed gas devices. Few have realized just how 
important were Gagnan's contributions to the subma-
rine world until Phil revealed his extensive research and 
handed out a short manuscript of his upcoming treatise. 
This sixty-odd page booklet included many of the inven-
tions sprung from Gagnan's fertile imagination. 
HDS France's Vice President, Philippe Rousseau 
was next with his expose on George Commeinhes and 
his scuba. This extremely sophisticated unit was used 
along with the Aqua-Lung by the French Navy up into 
the 1950s and yet almost no mention of it can be found. 
Something that didn't come out in Philippe's narrative 
was the fact that he has over half a dozen dives with a 
working Commeinhes unit, in France, and reported that 
it compares favorably with modem scuba. Along with 
diving a 30's Le Prieur unit this certainly gives Philippe 
unique status among vintage scuba divers in the world. 
A two-hour lunch gave guests a chance to examine 
the exhibit tables and those who strolled along the sea 
wall outside were treated to a fire fighting display as one 
of the L.A. Harbor Fireboats demonstrated their water 
pumping capabilities. 
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and Phil Nuytten 
Andy Lentz with the E.R. Cross Award 
E.R. Cross Award recipient, Sid Macken presented 
"A Brief History of American Underwater Photography," 
with images to substantiate his work and showed a short 
color film made in the 1950s by Cross aboard his yacht 
the FouR SEASONS. 
Then Norma Hanson told of her amazing career as 
a working commercial diver and tender alongside her 
husband Al Hanson. Norma teamed up with HDS's Bob 
Wohlers to produce a superb power-point presentation of 
Norma's images and home movies. Her presentation was 
capped by recently discovered heart stopping footage of 
Al cutting himself out of a diving dress and performing a 
free-ascent. Norma's talk was well received by the tech-
nically saturated audience. 
The awards banquet was held the same evening back 
at the Marina Hotel (see HDS USA, page 40) with the 
flamboyant Ralph White filling in for Andy Rechnitzer. 
Ralph presented a wealth of images from his various 
submersible dives on the TITANIC, and adventures with 
National Geographic. Lad Handelman's career was ably 
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Mark and Laurie Howell 
highlighted with images and carefully crafted dialog by 
Dr. Nuytten and the guests were well saturated again, this 
time with laughter. Andy Lentz took time off from the 
layout of Historical Diver magazine to receive the long 
overdue E.R.Cross Award. 
Sunday's diving was hosted by Charlie Orr's Cali-
fornia Classic Equipment Divers and held on the float-
ing dock in front of Banning's Landing. Both heavy 
gear and vintage scuba were demonstrated while safety 
divers Alan Pilkington and Carol Gross chose modem 
rigs. Chris Webb made his first dive in heavy gear and 
Philippe Rousseau literally leapt into things by jump-
ing from the dock in a DESCO RK helmet rig. Philippe 
tripped over a large rock on the bottom and his colorful 
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French expletives rang out over the intercom to the de-
light of the audience. Safety divers on the bottom said 
Philippe's skill and experience showed as he adapted 
readily to the American equipment. With the diving over, 
some departed for evening flights out of LAX while oth-
ers chose to stay for dinner and take morning flights. All 
left with great memories. 
-Staff report-
All photos © Steve Barsky 
Force Fins Bob Evans and Eric Hanauer. 
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In The Mail 
K-Men 
In Issue 40 of Historical Diver Richard Walsby states 
that he has a copy of K-Men which is an English transla-
tion of Einzelkampfer auf See by Cajus Bekker published 
in 1955 and 1973, but which contained no reference to 
Amin Wandel, whom I had mentioned in my note is Issue 
No. 39. I think I have solved the problem. The 1969 Ger-
man edition I have, states that it is a "supplemented and 
improved" edition of the original 1955 edition. It seems 
that the 1973 English edition he refers to was a reprint of 
the 1955 English edition, and not the revised 1968 Ger-
man edition. 
I thank him for alerting me to the fact that the book 
had been published in an English translation as I had no 
information that one existed. 
James Vorosmarti, M.D. 
Rockville, Maryland 
HDS's Lentz, Toth, and Monday 
My congratulations to Andy Lentz on receiving the 
E.R. Cross award. Andy is no stranger this side of the 
'pond' and I know that he works, and over the years has 
worked, very hard in a low profile to make the Historical 
Diver the success it is. 
He is, what I would term, a "quiet American" (are 
there really any unquiet Americans?), though, as high-
lighted by this award, "quiet waters" do indeed "run 
deep." That by-the-way is a Brit. style compliment. 
In issue 39 of Historical Diver, Nic Toth's article on 
Tarpon Springs added a lot to my, indeed our, understand-
ing of diving in that area and I suspect, and hope, that he 
will be back with another article sometime in the near 
future, as this particular sponge industry appears to rep-
resent a complex history involving many diving families. 
There must be lots of great stories out there. 
Nyle Monday's article on Ogushi was of course a 
pleasure to read, and should probably have been printed 
in a scientific journal as a submitted paper, as this is the 
first time that I have seen the whole story brought to-
gether. I know Nyle has been working on this piece of 
research for a long time and the result certainly compli-
ments his continued effort. It is also pleasing to see that 
he has acknowledged everyone who helped him over the 
years. The HDS may not be big in numbers, but we are 
worldwide and it is small courtesies like this that bring us 
do~er together and make it all feel worthwhile. 
Peter Dick 
Editor of the Historical Diving Times (in the UK) 
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Ted Eldred and Porpoise 
I spoke to Ted Eldred today, he really liked Kent 
Rockwell's Porpoise article in issue #38. He thought it 
was the best he has seen on his Porpoise scuba. Congratu-
lations! 
Bob Ramsay 
President, HDS SEAP 
Underwater Swimmers School 
Kent Rockwell's story in issue No. 40 about the 
UWSS reunion was really well written, and I enjoyed 
it. To be accurate, as I remember it, we did carry those 
twin tanks down to the boats for scuba swims, and we 
did run some miles under palm trees, and through town, 
but not with tanks on our backs. We were tough but not 
that tough. 
I have a question about Jim Stewart being "formerly 
of Scripps." He still had an office, when we visited him 
there, and he was still working on projects. But I'm not 
sure of his status, only that he has the title, Master Diver 
Emeritus. 
Don Stone 
Boca Raton, Florida 
(Editor's note: Jim retired in 1991 as Chief Diving 
Safety Officer Emeritus) 
HDS 2004 Conference 
I just wanted to let you know that I made it back from 
the HDS Conference O.K., although I was 15 hours late 
due to local weather. I want to thank HDS again for every-
thing they did for me while I was in Los Angeles. Every-
one at the HDS and California Classic Divers made me 
feel like family and I really enjoyed my time out there. 
Having logged two heavy gear dives in San Pedro Harbor 
I have become something of a celebrity among my friends 
in the local diving community. This has given me plenty 
of opportunity to promote the HDS and generate more 
interest in my own little classic equipment group. Born 
too late to have "used" the older heavy gear, I was look-
ing forward to diving with Charlie Orr's California Clas-
sic Equipment Divers on the day following the HDS's 
Conference. My hat's off to Charlie, Mark Howell, Ken 
Melvin, and Jocco for freely providing me with detailed 
information and a unique diving experience. 
I'm already looking forward to next year's HDS 
Conference. 
Chris Webb 
Knoxville, Tennesse 
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Early Australian scuba u/w photography 
In May 1952, I took several color transparencies 
underwater off Lindeman Island with my "cooking pot" 
housing. These may well have been the first taken in 
Australia as color film had only just become available in 
Sydney and was very hard to find. Several months later, 
around Xmas 1952, Hans and Lotte (Hass) began diving 
around Cairns before exploring the Great Barrier Reef 
in 1953 and, as far as I know, taking underwater photos 
in black and white which at that stage perhaps gave the 
best results of the intensity of the blue in the ocean. Bill 
Young and I dived with our air-scubas on Heron Island 
in November 1953. Bill had made an air-scuba by copy-
ing mine. All of my underwater photographs were color 
transparencies using a Robot camera in a sophisticated 
homemade housing. Staff on the island told us that Hans 
and Lotte had been there not long before but had struck 
bad weather, whereas we had brilliant conditions off Her-
on and Wilson islands. Hans and Lotte were of course 
breathing from their pure oxygen Drager kits. We were 
the first to dive the Barrier with air-scubas. 
Ivor Howitt 
New Zealand 
Dick Anderson 
My congratulation to Kent Rockwell on his article 
about Dick Anderson in Historical Diver issue No. 40. I 
really admire Anderson and I hope to meet him one day. 
Peter Katz 
Australia 
Another fine issue of Historical Diver arrived yester-
day, and each edition is something I look forward to. Tell 
Rocky that was a fine article on Dick Anderson, and by 
golly, Doctor Groovy did a fine piece on ancient habitats. 
You oughta get him to tell you about our vacation in Cy-
prus. As a member of the Advisory Board the best advice 
I can give at this time is do not keep Preperation H and 
Ben Gay in the same cabinet. Well done on Historical 
Diver. 
Bob Barth, via email 
Panama City, Florida 
Editor. Advisory Board member Barth is surviving 
his retirement from the U.S. Navy. Doctor Groovy would 
appear to be his former SEALAB team member James 
Vorosmarti, Jr., M.D., who writes a column on patents 
for this magazine. 
NEW HDS ADDRESS STARTING APRIL 1st 
P.O. BOX 2837 
SANTA MARIA, CA 93457 
Tele/Fax (805) 934-1660 
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Classic equipment diving column 
Just wanted to say "thank you" for the terrific job 
you did on our working equipment group news in the last 
issue of HDM. I think it was about the best issue to date. 
I know you guys work really hard putting out that maga-
zine and probably get little thanks. 
Army divers 
Charlie Orr 
California Classic Equipment Divers 
Wilmington, California 
Information wanted 
I recently purchased a bumper sticker at the US 
Army Transportation Museum on Ft. Eustis, Virginia. 
This newer version of the bumper sticker mentions Army 
divers working on the cofferdam for the MAINE and Army 
divers in both the 1st and 2nd World Wars. Thanks to Tor-
rance Parker's book 20,000 Jobs Under the Sea, I've read 
a little about Army divers of the WWII but not of WWI. 
I would be interested any information your readers may 
come up with. 
Raymond F. Gablinske 
rgablin @netzero.net 
Civil War Submarine Alligator 
I'm working on an article about the Union Civil War 
submarine ALLIGATOR. It is thought by the descendants of 
the first commander, Samuel Eakin, that Eakin may have 
been a salvage diver in Sevestapol during the Crimean 
War. Can you suggest routes of research for me to inves-
tigate regarding this kind of diving during this time pe-
riod? Were there commercial salvage diving operations 
in Philadelphia in the 1850s-1860s? 
Any assistance you can offer in this matter will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Janet M. Maloney 
EXLIBRIS DISCOVERY 
Jmmmaloney@ aol.com 
Editor. Members of the USA and UK Societies have 
provided some information on this request. Please con-
tact Janet if you can help her. 
Jerry and Vonnie Ruse 
Pat Washington, formerly of Oceaneering, is trying 
to locate former colleagues Jerry and Vonnie Ruse. If you 
can help Pat please contact him via Bob Ramsay of HDS 
SEAP at bob@hyperbarichealth.com. 
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Copper and brass diving helmets 
in 2.75:1 scale. 
Siebe Gorman, Galeazzi and Italian style. 
Butoscopic So.Ri.Ma. chambers. 
Submarine models 
www.masuccisub.it 
masuccisub@inwind.it 
Marine goods & diving equipment 
Marine goods and diving equipment 
182, van Polanenpark, 2241 AW Wassenaar 
P.O.Box454, 2240 AL Wassenaar 
The Nelherlands 
Tel. +31 (0) 705114740 
Fax +31 (0} 7051 78396 
E-mail: nautiek@wxs.nl 
SETTING THE STANDARD 
For Marine and Environmental Services 
3840 West Marginal way SW 
seatlle, WA98106 
Phone: (206) 623-tJ621 
Fax: (206)932-9036 
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Strange one-eyed monsters shaped and colored like 
green rubber tail-fins and tubular scales on their backs 
The First of the Menfish 
by James Dugan 
(Science Illustrated December, 1948) 
IN THE CLEAR, warm waters of the French Riv-
iera a new species of large mammalian fish have been 
observed in the last few years one eyed monsters shaped 
and colored like nude human beings with green rubber 
tail fins, gills of metal, and tubular scales on their backs. 
They are called Cousteau Divers. They swim around 
sportively at hundred-foot depths, examining sunken 
ships, taking photographs, and harpooning big fish. They 
are the first of the menfish, a new order of marine life in-
vented by Lieutenant de Vaisseau Jacques Yves Cousteau 
of the French Navy. 
Commander Cousteau, to use his equivalent rank in 
the U.S. Navy, has developed a 35-pound diving lung 
which allows ordinary human beings to descend into the 
sea and swim around freely for a couple of hours without 
diving suits or lines to the surface. "We are simply naked 
men in the sea, carrying the breathing apparatus and fins 
of a fish," Cousteau says. 
The arrival of menfish in the zoological table does 
not have to be believed on the Commander's word. He 
has filmed three magnificent motion pictures under wa-
ter, showing Cousteau Divers at work and play, Par 18 
Metres de Fond ('Sixty Feet Down"), Epaves ("Sunken 
Ships"), and Paysage du Silence ("Land of Silence") in 
Agfacolor. They have not yet been exhibited in the United 
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States, although Epaves in a British version called Full 
Fat hom Five has excited London. 
The revolutionary Cousteau diving lung will soon be 
available to sportsmen in the United States through the 
French "Air Liquide" company, which has been furnish-
ing them to hundreds of Mediterranean swimmers since 
1946. 
The apparatus consists of three parallel compressed 
air tanks strapped to the back. Flexible metal air hoses 
cross the swimmer's shoulders to a rubber face mask with 
an eight inch circular glass window. Exhalation passes 
out behind the head. The diver wears only bathing trunks 
and rubber foot fins in addition to the lung. The lung al-
lows a swimmer to cruise 100 feet down for nearly three 
hours before surfacing. Cousteau has gone down 210 feet 
with his invention. 
The magical component of the lung is the Cousteau-
Gagnan valve. It was named for the diver and a colleague 
of the Air Liquide Company, who produced a demand 
valve which automatically releases just the amount of 
compressed air required by the human lung. 
Since the compressed air is bottled at 300 atmo-
spheres of pressure, the valve is something of an engi-
neering marvel. It makes a Cousteau Diver as superior to 
the rubber-suited and leadweighted salvage diver as the 
airplane exceeds the captive balloon. For the first time, 
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naked male human beings with gills of metal • 
have recently been seen in the Mediterranean Sea ... 
man has been enabled to freely move around under the 
sea without umbilical cords tying him to his air element. 
The human lung is capable of withstanding water 
pressure over 300 feet down; an American diver, Jack 
Browne of Milwaukee, wearing an oxygen lung without 
the protection of a diving suit, holds the world's free-dive 
record of 529 feet, made in 1945 in a tank in which simu-
lated water pressure was built up. 
The real danger of depth is the effect of pressure on 
the mental processes. The U.S. Navy finds that divers us-
ing compressed air become irrational at about 200 feet 
below; Cousteau, on the other hand, says that lungs using 
oxygen from which most of the other air elements have 
been removed (which the U.S. Navy prefers) black a man 
out at 60 feet down. 
Giddy Elation of Anoxia 
Twice in his early experiments, Cousteau suffered the 
giddy elation of anoxia (oxygen deficiency) while breath-
ing oxygen at ten fathoms (60 feet); so he feels much 
safer with compressed air when he has occasion to shoot 
a movie sequence twenty fathoms deep. Both Cousteau 
and the Navy agree that mixing helium into the air supply 
helps a man keep his wits about him down below. This 
may be an important element in his survival. 
Cousteau is not interested in depths over 100 feet for 
the simple reason that it becomes too dark to make mov-
ies. The entire motive for the 15 years of work he has put 
into his lung was to make films under water. He has the 
movie bug bad. 
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Lieutenant de Vaisseau (gunnery officer) Cousteau is 
39, a lean, bronzed man with a bold Mediterranean pro-
file and eyes of ocean blue. He brought his first movie 
camera when he was 14 and began his persistent efforts 
to make movies under water. After he joined the Navy his 
experiments occupied all his off time. His first film Sixty 
Feet Down, 1940, depicts goggle-divers hunting fish. 
His lung was not ready until1942 when Hitler unwit-
tingly gave him the sabbatical year to produce the sub-
marine masterpiece, Epaves. Cousteau helped scuttle the 
French fleet at Toulon when Hitler moved into Southern 
France to counter the Allied invasion of North Africa. 
Cousteau was demobilized and, with the consent of the 
Resistance committee in the Navy, began an intensive 
series of dives in a 35-mile stretch of sea floor from Mar-
seilles to Sanary-sur-Mer. 
The Germans patrolled the coast diligently for Al-
lied landings. But they forgot to look under the water for 
Cousteau and his original divers, Capitaine de Corvette 
Philippe Tailliez, 43, and Frederic Dumas, 37, who made 
170 camera dives in 1943, spending a total of ten days in 
the depths of the Mediterranean. They explored 15 sunk-
en ships, impaled hundreds of fish with their arbaletes 
or harpoon guns, and produced a four-reel movie with 
the composer Pierre Capdeveille, who sat on the rocks 
above them writing down musical inspirations on his 
score paper. 
The Cousteau lung is a clear case of art engendering 
science; when Capdeveille played on the piano a particu-
larly happy inspiration, Cousteau would make a dive the 
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GHOSTLY HELM of the steamer DALTON has been gathering 
weeds for 20 years under French waters. Ship foundered while 
crew was having drunken party; all hands lived, 
next day to film a sequence which would depict the spirit 
of the music. 
The occupying Germans would have given anything 
for the diving equipment Cousteau was using under their 
noses. The Kreigsmarin was feverishly financing subma-
rine research trying to evolve free-diving equipment for 
military purposes. One of the Nazi experimenters, the 
young Viennese, Dr. Hans Hass, was lowering his pon-
derous diving bells in the very waters the menfish domi-
nated. 
Cousteau carried an ordre de mission from the Nat-
ural History Museum in Paris, certifying that he was a 
marine biologist crazy about sponges, in case the Nazis 
asked him any questions. They never did. It was beyond 
credulity to suspect that three lean holidayers with equip-
ment no larger than a picnic hamper who were slipping 
into the sea from rockheads, jetties, and fishing boats, 
were masters of a new diving system. 
Unique Breathing Technique 
A Cousteau Diver swims under water as easily up and 
down as he does sideways because of a unique breath-
ing technique perfected by Cousteau. The diver has exact 
suspension in the water, without weights or buoys. When 
he enters the water with tanks full, he weighs about four 
pounds more than a like amount of salt water. He cancels 
out the pull of gravity by taking systematic deep breaths. 
As the dive progresses and the compressed air is expend-
ed, breathing becomes less in volume and quicker, until 
at the end of a two-and-one-half hour dive, the swim-
mer - and his depleted air tanks - weighs four pounds 
less than his displacement of water, and he is taking short 
rapid breaths to maintain his suspension. 
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The Cousteau Diver swims at the speed of a walk us-
ing only his foot fins. His hands are used as rudders and 
are free to handle objects under water. 
The film shows Captain Tailliez and Dumas explor-
ing the shipwrecks, swimming lightly through the ruins 
of ships, brushing familiarly past the shimmering leaves 
of the sea floor. The Diver is accepted by the fish, who 
do not flee as he stirs up little gusts of seadust and ex-
hales his silver trail of breath. Unlike usual underwater 
films, Epaves does not have dancing distortions of light 
filtered down from the wave patterns, but takes place in 
solid depths. Dumas swims dreamlike as though in atmo-
sphere. 
The oldest shipwreck filmed in Epaves is that of a 
paddlewheel steamer which sank in 1880. Since then, 
Commander Cousteau has looked into a Greek galley 
sunk in the first century B.C.; and last year he swam 
down in the ancient port of Carthage off Tunisia to see 
if there were anything the Romans had not destroyed in 
their total obliteration of the Carthaginians. 
Most Interesting Wreck 
The largest and most interesting wreck was that of 
the Greek steamer Dalton, sunk off Planief Island in the 
Gulf of Lions on Christmas Eve of 1928. This unfortu-
nate vessel was lost in an excess of good spirits when the 
crew broke out the ouzo, the Greek national tipple, and 
invited the skipper to join them. The master ordered the 
engines shut down and joined his boys in the fo'c'stle. 
During the party the Dalton drifted on to the rocks and 
foundered. All hands were saved by the special gift prov-
idence stores up for Christmas drunks. 
The film shows Dumas flipping around the weed-
grown hulk of the Dalton and disappearing gracefully 
down an open hatch. The camera follows Dumas down 
a companionway, watches him open stateroom doors, 
and sit prankishly in a very full bath tub. Dumas visits 
the scene of the Christmas party and picks in the debris 
of the eternal morning after. He selects a couple of sou-
venir china plates. Long immersion had given the white 
plates delicate rainbow hues. Cousteau keeps them on 
the mantlepiece of his home, along with a brass ship's 
wheel handsawed from another sunken derelict. They are 
his only mementoes of the deep. He has never found a 
coin; Cousteau is convinced there is not much money ly-
ing around the bottom. 
Keen Suspense 
As the Divers glide below decks in the sepulchral 
ships, keen suspense comes to those who see Cousteau 's 
film: When will they find a skeleton in Davy Jones' 
Locker? They never do. Cousteau has found no human 
remains in the several dozen shipwrecks he has explored 
during his years of diving. 
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He felt the absence of this standard romantic prop 
when making Epaves, so he hired himself a medical skel-
eton and carried it down under his arm to plant in the 
Dalton. "It made beautiful film," he said, "but we did not 
use the sequence. It was fake. I have no untruths in my 
pictures." 
Cousteau's submarine camera is his pet. He uses a 
35mm spring-wound newsreel camera packing 100-foot 
loads. It is housed in a bell-shaped container with a built-
in breathing apparatus to make it weightless in the sea. 
The housing allows the camera to be started and stopped 
under water and also to switch its three lenses. It is mount-
ed at the end of a three-foot staff fitted with pistol grips. 
Cousteau pokes it ahead of him as he swims, framing his 
image through a gunsight. He makes superb pan shots in 
which the camera traverses a horizontal scene, and truck-
ing shots which would drive a Hollywood boom artist 
under the Pacific to see how they are done. The shots are 
entirely handheld. The camera does not jiggle in the most 
involved movements because the resistance of the water 
steadies it. By taking to the bottom of the sea, Cousteau 
has liberated professional cinematography of several tons 
of supporting gadgets. 
As a matter of fact, after he has disposed of a couple 
of years of scientific work, Cousteau threatens to make a 
romantic feature film under the ocean. As fantastic as it 
may sound, Cousteau says he will have his diving tech-
nique worked out by this time so that the stars will be able 
to swim around 50 feet down without face masks or air 
bottles. "I will show you a beautiful mermaid swimming 
around with the ghost of a drowned pirate for fifteen min-
utes without masks," he promises. "No studio tanks, no 
fake optical printing. I will film it in the sea." 
No Physical Effects 
After years of swimming under water, none of the 
Cousteau Divers show any physical effects. Their blood 
pressure, basal metabolism, and hearts have been re-
ported sound in periodic examinations. There have been 
no changes in the respiratory systems of the divers or in 
hearing power. "By the way," said Commander Cous-
teau, "we never use ear plugs. They are very dangerous 
under water." 
Cousteau's hobby has involved him with a lot of 
equipment-something he started out to eliminate. Af-
ter the war, the French Navy saddled him with a 300-ton 
underwater research ship, the Elie Monnier, and placed 
him in command of it, several smaller vessels, a large 
workshop for diving lungs, and laboratories for studying 
psychological effects of diving. The Ministry of Marine 
activated a new branch of the navy for his use, the Group 
for Submarine Research. 
Proudly supporting the Historical Diving Society 
OUR FOUNDER & INSPIRATION 
Captain Jacques Yves Cousteau 
AQUA 
F I R S T TO D I V E 
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Last year, Cousteau became interested in a fresh-
water problem, the Fountain of Vaueluse, near Avignon, 
which erupts violently once a year. The Italian poet Pe-
trarch sang of this phenomenon. It is thought to be linked 
by an underground viaduct to a subterranean lake which 
annually overflows causing the activity of the fountain. 
On his first try Cousteau almost lost a diver in the furious 
whirlpool, but he plans to try again later. 
The Greek galley was an objective more to his liking. 
It was sunk off Mahdia while carrying a cargo of pre-
Christian art. Of any treasure thought to be under the sea, 
Cousteau would rather fetch up a new Praxiteles marble 
than a chest of doubloons. 
Nothing to Fear "Downstairs" 
Cousteau says there isn't anything to be afraid of 
"downstairs," as he refers to the domain of the Cousteau 
Diver. Sharks, barracudas, and octopuses he views as ev-
eryday passers-by in the deep. Man-eaters are intimidated 
by the streaming exhalations of the submarine swimmer. 
The principal dangers are sea urchins and coral, which 
can inflict severe cuts that may let a lot of blood before 
the swimmer gets upstairs. 
Cousteau Divers always swim in pairs. "When you 
lose the hue of the surface," he says, "then all depends 
on your friend." 
At 90 feet down, the sea world has no orientation of 
sunlight, and exists of itself in a gray-green gloom. One 
day on the Mediterranean floor, Dumas was prospecting 
a lost freighter when he innocently allowed a tom deck-
rail to pass between his naked shoulder and his air hose. 
He had swum a distance along the rail before Cousteau 
sounded an alarm on his handbell. Dumas stopped and 
Cousteau swam to him. The hose had not been punctured, 
but Dumas was looped 15 feet down the jagged rail. 
Underwater Discussion 
The divers put their face-plates together and dis-
cussed the situation. Underwater swimmers can hear 
speech up to two feet apart. Cousteau could not wrench 
the rail loose without endangering Dumas' air hose. They 
decided on the only thing: Cousteau wrapped his hands 
around the hose and Dumas swam backwards with skill-
ful kicks of his flippers, and finally freed himself. "We 
shook hands," said Cousteau, "and surfaced. We stopped 
diving until we had replaced the rubber air hoses with 
flexible metal." 
Cousteau made many clandestine dives from fishing 
boats during the enemy occupation. At the time, certain 
fishermen had taken to dynamiting fish. Cousteau saw 
what they were doing to the sea floor: the explosions 
made a wasteland of the marine vegetation, driving the 
fish off their pasturage. He went downstairs one day and 
filmed an acre of rich bottomland. When he surfaced he 
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had the fishermen detonate a charge over the area. Then 
he dived again and recorded the destruction. When he 
showed the before-and-after lesson to the fishing syndi-
cat, public opinion put an end to dynamiting. Cousteau's 
draggermen cronies were fascinated when he showed 
them films of their otter trawls snaking across the sea 
prairie like paper dragons in a Chinese New Year's pa-
rade. They knew the performance only in theory. 
He made a camera dive from a dragger during a wail-
ing mistral. The apprehensive fishermen saw him con-
sumed by six-foot whitecaps and prayed for a miracle to 
cast up the demented artist. In a half-hour his cyclopean 
mask popped out of the trough and he was hauled aboard. 
His films showed them the astonishing life of the sea in 
storm; six feet under the wind-lashed waves the sea was 
calm and sleepy. The stems of marine grass stirred lan-
guidly in the agitated prisms of light cast down from the 
waves, and little fish lazed in the turgid water. 
Cousteau offered his short subject as proof that fish-
erfolk could go in after a man swept overboard in a gale 
and have good odds of bringing him in alive. The Cous-
teau lung is ideal equipment for lifesaving at sea and on 
bathing beaches, A Cousteau-equipped lifeguard could 
go out in the undertow after any swimmer who had been 
drawn away. 
Cold Is Main Obstacle 
Cold is the main obstacle which keeps Cousteau div-
ing confined to tropical or summer temperate seas. On 
the warmest summer day in their Mediterranean habitat, 
Cousteau Divers encounter water at 60°F a hundred feet 
down: obviously, naked men are circumscribed in their 
range of operations in the seas that cover 80 per cent of 
the globe, not only by cold but by visibility in oily and 
filthy harbors. 
Cousteau was asked if he used body grease against 
cold. His interviewer remembered pictures of Gertrude 
Ederle crawling out of the English Channel looking like 
the inside of a crankcase. "We found that grease makes 
the body lose heat," he said. "There are three ways by 
which an object can lose heat by conduction, convection, 
and by radiation. Radiation is the quickest way. We filled 
a sphere with hot water, coated it with grease, and put it 
inside a hag of cold water. We measured the loss of heat, 
and found that grease loses heat the quickest way by ra-
diation." So much for grease. 
Family of Divers 
The handsome blonde Madame Cousteau and her 
two sons, aged eleven and eight, are accomplished Cous-
teau Divers. Mme. Cousteau is a deadly shot with the 
arbalete. The Cousteans, Captain Tailliez, and Dumas, 
however, gave up hunting under the Mediterranean two 
years ago. They considered it not sporting. Frederic Du-
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mas has taken 200 pounds of gamefish in an afternoon by 
stalking them into their rocky retreats downstairs, prang-
ing them with a steel-tipped harpoon, and lugging them 
upstairs like so many suitcases. "This has ceased to be 
sport," the divers decided. The Cousteau group now car-
ries only sheath knives and cameras. 
The French Government lately outlawed fish-hunting 
with the Constean lung on the grounds that a few years 
of bush-beating by Cousteau hunters would destroy the 
finny population of the French Riviera. Cousteau backed 
the game preservation law. Goggle-diving while holding 
the breath in search of piscatorial quarry is still permitted. 
The government considers that this gives the fish certain 
sporting odds against the fishermen. 
Poet of the New Realm 
As the progenitor and first of the species pisces erec-
tus, Commander Cousteau merely wants to be the poet 
of the new realm he has claimed for menfish. He sighs 
when he tries to describe what it is like to live in the sea. 
"I cannot tell you how much better than the imagination 
it is downstairs," he says. 
At night he has dreams of the hallucinatory under-
sea with its drugged sway of plants and its manfish Du-
mas tipping a plume of silvery breath as he sails by in 
formation with a school of tinted fish. He sees Dumas 
coming upon the furry shrouds of galleons, seven Phid-
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ian goddesses standing with sightless stone eyes in the 
blue-brown ocean floor, Byzantine mosaics encrusted 
and glowing in the rot of a sunken galley, all of the Medi-
terranean past waiting downstairs for Cousteau, Dumas, 
and Tailliez. 
(AUTHOR's NOTE: Cousteau tried to tell me about 
Dumas, his first diver, the wild son of a schoolmaster at 
Sanary. Description was difficult for Cousteau: he said 
something about Dumas and then withdrew it because 
it wasn't right. Dumas left school early and lived in the 
woods and on the beaches. He read everything; he knew 
everything. He passed all his school examinations with 
honors without attending school. He knew everything 
there was in earth and air. "He is not happy when he is 
not downstairs, " said Cousteau. I got the impression that 
Frederic Dumas was a natural man who had exhausted 
his curiosity about the earth, and had elected to live in 
the sea. I think Commander Cousteau was reluctant to 
tell me that Frederic Dumas was turning into a fish.) 
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Hans Hass and James Dugan. 
Correcting a Serious Error 
One of the major missions of the HDS 
is to accurately record the history of diving. 
This means that we sometimes have to dis-
agree with the opinions of some of the lead-
ing researchers and authors who have pre-
ceded us. The following is such an example. 
I came across the prior 1948 article, 
"First of the Menfish," by James Dugan, 
many years ago. My research showed that 
Dugan had written the original piece several 
years earlier, possibly in 1945, but could not 
find an American publication to take it at that 
time. I have always felt that the article is of 
great historical interest here in America, for 
it is what we generally believe to be our ini-
tial introduction to Jacques-Yves Cousteau 
Circa early 1940s. A photo 
of Hans Hass during the time 
he was lecturing on his diving 
experiences. 
HANS HASS and the advent of the Aqua-Lung. I eventu-
ally scheduled Dugan's article to run as a 
cover story in this issue, and also made plans 
to immediately follow it with this article. 
Expedition fllr blologlacho Maaraak11nda 
OrganloollonobOroo BERliN ·IICHTERFELOE 
In his section titled, "Giddy Elation of 
Anoxia," Dugan implies that Professor Hans 
Hass, a member of our Advisory Board, was 
a Nazi. 
"One of the Nazi experimenters, the 
young Viennese, Dr. Hans Hass, was low-
ering his ponderous diving bells in the very 
waters the men-fish dominated." 
This statement is totally incorrect, and one can only 
imagine the size of the lawsuit if it were to be made in 
today, instead of almost 60 years ago. 
Hans Hass was never a member of the Nazi party. He 
had no interest in politics, having at that time recently dis-
covered the wonders of diving. As recorded in the article, 
"Cousteau and Hass: A timeline," HDM No.15, his first 
book was published in 1939. In fact he was disqualified 
from military service and spent the war years lecturing 
about his diving expeditions and trying to raise funds for 
future ones. During WWII he had two books published. 
In 1941, Unter Korallen und Haien, about his 1939 ex-
pedition to Bonaire and Curacao, was published. In 1942 
Fotojagd am Meeresgrund, about his experiences with 
underwater photography, was published. He was also 
working on his doctoral thesis about the Reteporiden, 
which he finished in February 1944. This was eventually 
published after the war ended. 
The only accurate details in Dugan's statement would 
be "young Viennese." 
During recent years I have had the good fortune to 
spend many days with Hans and Lotte, both here in Cali-
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1941. A copy of a Hans Hass' busi-
ness card that he used when trying to 
raise funds for future scientific div-
ing expeditions. 
fomia and also at their home in Vienna, and at the Boat 
Show in Dusseldorf. 
In September 1998, I drove Hans and Lotte from 
Santa Barbara, where they had just appeared at the HDS 
Hans and Lotte Hass Film Festival, down to Los Angeles 
airport for their return flight to Austria. Hans agreed to 
be interviewed while we traveled and I wired him with 
a mini microphone attached to a small recorder. I drove 
and asked the questions. Hans sat in the passenger seat, 
and answered the questions. Lotte sat in the back and ad-
mired the views down the Pacific Coast and contributed 
to the interview when she felt it was appropriate. Among 
many other topics in this interview Hans covered the sub-
ject of his career during WWII. 
As the publication date for Dugan's article drew clos-
er I reviewed my notes on Hans. My 1998 interview with 
him had only been on tape, but I needed to put things 
in print. On January 20, 2004, I sent Hans a copy of the 
Dugan article along with a letter explaining what I was 
preparing to do. I detailed my knowledge of his career 
during the WWII years but also asked if he would like 
to respond with something "for the record" that I could 
include. 
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On February 16, 2004, Hans replied from his Vienna 
office with a three paragraph fax. The following is the 
complete text of the third paragraph. 
Concerning the article of Dugan please make 
this correction at your ease. As you correctly state 
I was disqualified from military service on account 
of the fact that I could not march. My toes became 
totally white and in this state they die off within a 
short time. They called this Reneau-disease. It is 
a disease, which normally affects hard smokers. 
But this obviously was not the cause, because I 
never smoked. If you find it opportune to go into 
these details - do so at your ease. As far as politi-
cal activity is concerned I had none, but was only 
concentrated on preparing my next expeditions. I 
held several hundred lectures and with the money 
I earned I bought the 2 mast-schooner SEETEUFEL" 
from Count Luckner, which I lost at the end of the 
war. We never knew what the Russians did with 
this ship and only now Michael (lung) has found 
out that it is used by cadets. 
Love from us both, 
Yours, 
Hans and Lotte 
I feel that it is important that active members of the 
Society address these issues of historical accuracy when-
ever we can. James Dugan has passed on so we do not 
know what the background was for his statement. As it 
was most probably written around 1945 it could simply 
be that he labeled all nationals from the defeated coun-
tries as nazis. He had been writing for the YANK military 
magazine during that period and perhaps a military view 
carried over. When Dugan wrote it he had no claims of 
being an historian. Just a journalist with a great scoop, 
that he could not get published. Maybe the editors at Sci-
ence Illustrated re-wrote it. We do not know. 
We have now righted an historical wrong, and have 
done so in the lifetime of the victim. 
That is one of the very reasons why this organization 
exists. 
Leslie Leaney 
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VOICES FROM THE DEEP 
By 
Leslie G . .Jacobs 
During the Six Day War in 1967, the Egyptians scut-
tled vessels in the Suez Canal: ten wrecks kept the 101-
mile canal blocked to ocean-going ships. A United Na-
tions sponsored study estimated the annual cost to world 
trade was $1.7 billion. After the October war of 1973, 
both banks of the canal reverted to Egypt. The U.S., hop-
ing to stabilize the situation in the Middle East, agreed 
to finance the reopening of the canal and designated the 
Navy to lead the operation to remove the wrecks. The 
Navy contracted with Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage 
Company to begin work in 1974. 
Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage catalog. 
HDM: Can you tell us a little about the salvage op-
erations in Suez? 
Capt. E. W.: The only thing we salvaged on this whole 
job in Egypt was the dredge 15 SEPTEMBER in the Great 
Bitter Lake. The rest ofthe stuff, we wrecked it, scrapped 
it, junked it, took it out in 1000-ton chunks sometimes 
and threw it up on the beach and let 'em have it. This was 
one of the biggest jobs we ever had. Buck Steber Divers 
of Belle Chase, Louisiana, did the diving. We needed a 
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Captain Ed White 
talks about Murphy Pacific 
Part II 
Dredge 15 September is being held at the surface by cranes 
as the final puming takes place. 
lot of experienced divers on short notice, and Buck Ste-
ber had done a lot of salvage work for Murphy. 
HDM: How many divers did you hire and where did 
they come from? 
Capt. E. W.: Probably about 200, just guessing. Most 
of them came out of the Gulf. A lot of them came out of 
the College of Oceaneering here in Wilmington. If you 
knew how to bum or cut underwater, we'd hire you. We'd 
used a lot of them before on other jobs. We wanted expe-
rienced divers; the inexperienced guys slow you down. 
We had the lift ships, the CRANDALL and the CRILLEY. We 
lived - had our camps - at Ismailia and up at Port Said. 
At Port Taufiq we took out the TuG BARREH, the DREDGE 
22 and the tanker MAGD. A lot of scrap we dumped in the 
Great Bitter Lake because it was so deep. The Suez Canal 
is 101 miles long and there are no locks. The canal's not 
much wider than the channel down here in San Pedro. 
HDM: How long were you there on the job? 
Capt. E.W.: Altogether it was about six months. It 
started in of 1974 and finished in December. 
The stern and other sections of the Mecca on the 
dumping area. 
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HDM: I heard you were involved in a gold salvaging 
job in South America. 
Capt. E.W.: We salvaged a Peruvian gold dredge 
down in Bolivia, outside of La Paz, in the valley where 
Che Guevara got killed. The whole time we were there, 
they were telling us there were banditos in the mountains. 
We just thought they were local banditos - no big deal. 
After we finished the job, the banditos came in there and 
kidnapped 400 men, women and children and held them 
for ransom to get their political prisoners freed from the 
Bolivian government. The government let them go. The 
people who were doing the gold-dredging down there 
were from Holland and they were surveying that whole 
valley. In exchange for surveying the valley for the Bo-
livian government they got to dredge the gold. 
HDM: What was the general feeling about Murphy 
Pacific at the time you worked for them? 
Capt. E.W.: We were well-thought-of ev-
erywhere we went. We didn't have their name 
tattooed on our chest, but at the same time we 
were loyal to the company. The guys working 
for Murray Black were loyal to him. The guys 
working for Laddie Handelman were loyal to 
Laddie. And I might also mention that another 
guy who was very interesting at this time was 
Bob Rudi. He was a navy diver who worked 
for Associated Divers in Southern California 
and went to work in Alaska in 1963. Rudi took 
over up in Alaska. He got killed in 1968 in a 
snowmobile accident. He owned property all 
over Alaska and he owned four super-constel-
lation airplanes; they were getting rid of them 
about that time and going to jets. He bought 
'em up and was the first guy to start flying 
cargo and freight into the North Slope. He was 
another guy who was very much of an inno-
vator. All these people are innovators, free-
thinkers and capitalists and that's how they got 
to where they got. I'll give credit to whoever 
coined the phrase "Oceaneering." It may have 
been Laddie. 
HDM: What was the most outstanding 
thing that happened to you during your tenure 
at Murphy Pacific? 
that got us into the oil pollution business under a man by 
the name of Captain Archibald Simpson. Capt. Simpson 
was a retired officer out of the U.S. Navy and he was the 
oil pollution expert from then on. From that we developed 
a new branch of the company, Oil Pollution Control, and 
they hired more people for that. Then the oil companies 
got together and created a corporation called Clean Bays 
and Spilltrol, Inc. They had oil pollution pick-up equip-
ment at various stations around the San Fransisco Bay 
area and Los Angeles Harbors and other harbors on the 
West Coast. 
When those two tankers collided, Standard Oil was 
totally unprepared - no boats, no barges, no experience. 
It dawned on them that they were in big trouble, espe-
cially with the news media. They had to get good press 
instantly by hiring a lot of people. Not just people throw-
I 
--... 
Capt. E.W.: We talked about this earlier, 
but one of the most outstanding things that 
happened to me - and was a complete sur-
prise - was when the OREGON and the ARI-
ZONA collided. We wound up with over a half 
a million dollar contract with Standard Oil 
Company just by being the first people on the 
scene! On that one job alone we had over 250 
men working for Murphy Pacific for 3 weeks, 
right after Christmas and just before taxes, and 
The ten vessels, shown in the schematic map of the Suez Canal, kept the 
101-mile long waterway blocked for almost eight years. 
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~~~~~~~1 J. Philip Murphy the man behind 
Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage 
Company 
Captain Ed and his tender Tom Cotes, 
1969- San Francisco Bay. 
ing straw on the beach and picking it up with pitchforks: that wasn't enough. We 
had to have people out there actually trying to save the bay. Everybody who was 
out of work down at the union hall got to go to work for 3 weeks! 
Author's note: Throughout the course of our conversation, Capt. Ed White 
repeated how proud he and his co-workers were to be "Murphy Men." This is not surprising; the principals at Mur-
phy Pacific were extremely proud of their employees and took care to mention individuals by name who contributed 
to various projects. The company's brochures and clippings throughout the 1960s and '70s include numerous credits 
and detailed praise for a job well done. It makes one wonder how much more productive and content working people 
might be today, given similar acknowledgment from their own management. The story of Murphy Pacific represents 
a chapter of America's industrial history, when men of talent and vision bridged the chasm between commerce and 
the ocean depths. 
Leslie Jacobs has chronicled Captain Ed White's life in HDS-UK's Historical Diving Times, and the Copley 
newspaper, The Daily Breeze. 
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Douglas N. Privitt 
Submersible Pioneer 
by 
Richard A. Slater, Ph. D. 
During the 1950's several large corporations, includ-
ing General Motors, General Electric, Westinghouse 
and Lockheed, and a few individuals like Jacques Yves 
Cousteau, were designing and building small manned 
submersibles. In his book, The History of American Deep 
Submersible Operations, Will Forman discusses in de-
tail more than fifty of these vessels. Most of those sub-
mersibles were economic failures, and the men involved 
moved into other activities by the late 1960s. Most of the 
manned submersibles from that era are now in museums, 
dismantled, or have disappeared. 
1969- Doug with Jacques Yves Cousteau 
The outstanding exception to that trend is Douglas N. 
Privitt, who built his first sub in the 1950s and is still busy 
designing, building and maintaining small submersibles. 
He is the principal designer and builder of the SuMARAY, 
the three NEKTONS and the DELTA series of submersibles. 
DELTA is still active, averaging over 100 diving days per 
year. 
Privitt's submersible career began after he returned 
to southern California from Missouri in 1956, and took 
a job as a tool and die maker in a machine shop in Tor-
rance, California. He was also involved in motorcycle 
racing, winning many races in southern California. In 
1958 a fellow racer, Keith Stack, mentioned to Doug 
that a neighbor was building a submarine in his garage. 
Doug checked it out and has been involved ever since. 
Even though Doug was born in Inglewood, California, he 
was raised in Missouri and had no knowledge or experi-
ence with anything in the marine field. That neighbor, Ed 
Armstrong, had a one-man submersible, ExLPORER, in his 
garage. Ed later cut up ExPLORER in order to build another 
sub, and Doug started hanging around Ed's garage, help-
ing him by making several parts and redesigning the pro-
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pulsion system to include a reverse. This second sub was 
namedAQUASUB and was launched in 1959. The conning 
towers on AQUASUB and ExPLORER look similar because 
they are the same conning tower. Both of these 30-inch 
diameter one-man subs had a working depth of 200 feet, 
but only made a few dives and their whereabouts today 
is unknown. 
Ed Armstrong dreamed that he could put these vehi-
cles in everyone's garage. He went into partnership with 
a local promoter, Ron Blevins, and formed the Sportsman 
Dry Submarine Company. In the early 1960s Doug helped 
Ed build several two-man SPORTSMAN subs that were 12 
feet long and weighed about 2,000 lbs. They were adver-
tised at an introductory price of $3,600 and that includ-
ed financing plans 
and free instruc-
tions. One of these 
subs sat unused in 
a dive shop on Pa-
cific Coast Highway 
in Newport Beach, 
California, for many 
years. Unfortunate-
ly, the SPORTSMAN 
subs were top heavy 
and had many other 
faults that Doug 
pointed out to their-
responsive partners. 
That ended his in-
volvement with the 
SPORTSMAN subs. The 
Sportsman company 1959- Doug in AQUASUB 
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Early 1960s- SPORTSMAN dry sub 
operations moved to Chicago. Ed Armstrong left Los An-
geles in the early 1970s and lost contact with Doug. 
While Doug was helping Ed, he decided to build his 
own submersible incorporating some innovations that he 
could not convince Armstrong to follow. This two-man 
sub, called DoLPHIN, was started in Doug's home garage 
in Torrance. Later he rented a comer of the tool and die 
shop where he was employed, in order to finish it. The 
DoLPHIN shows some similarities with Doug's later subs 
but was comparatively simple with fewer ports and sup-
port equipment. DoLPHIN was 14 feet long, 36 inches in 
diameter, weighed 3,200 lbs. and had a maximum diving 
depth of 350 feet. Doug met Martin Toggweiler in the 
early 1960s when a local newspaper hired his dive boat 
MARAY to support DoLPHIN for a series of dives off Cata-
lina Island. Doug later sold DoLPHIN to Martin, who also 
owned Hydrotech Co. in Long Beach, California, and 
the two of them made several upgrades, including a new 
hatch and more portholes. Martin changed the name from 
DoLPHIN to SuBMARAY. SuBMARAY changed hands several 
times but is still in use today. 
Circa 1965- Mart Toggweiler with DOLPHIN 
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Soon after the Catalina adventure Doug met a 
group of diving geologists that were mapping and 
collecting scientific data off southern California for 
various oil companies. They were using scuba and 
were headed by Jim Vernon. The group was Geo-
logical Diving Consultants and consisted mainly of 
graduate students and professors from the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, the University of 
Southern California, and the Naval Electronics 
Lab in San Diego. They were looking for a way to 
dive deeper and used SuBMARAY occasionally over 
several years, but Toggweiler was not interested 
in taking on any big projects. Hearing that Doug 
was thinking about building a new sub, the geolo-
gists convinced him that they could use a two-man 
submersible that could dive to 1,000 feet. Doug 
started building what eventually would be called 
NEKTON in the mid 1960s. The geologists wanted a rug-
ged sub that could bounce around in the rock outcrops, 
1967- Craig DeWeese and Doug with NEKTON mock-up 
breaking off and collecting rock samples. This was not 
exactly what most submersibles were built for. Doug and 
his nephew, Craig DeWeese, started C & D Tool Co. on 
219th Street in Carson, California, in order to build this 
new sub and to also make some money to support their 
projects. The scientific group, renamed General Oceano-
graphics, helped with the finances and ended up owning 
a little over half of the sub with C & D Tool. This two-
man vessel was larger than the previous subs, weighed 
4,500 1bs., was 42 inches in diameter and could dive to 
1,000 feet. It was tested to 1,500 feet by the U.S. Navy 
in their engineering facilities at Port Hueneme, Califor-
nia. NEKTON was launched in 1968 and was immediately 
put to use making dives off California, Michigan, Hawaii 
and Alaska, including the investigation of the 1969 Santa 
Barbara oil spill. The sub also rescued the Lockheed sub-
mersible DEEPQUEST, entangled in lines in 432 feet of wa-
ter off San Diego in 1969. 
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NEKTON was so success-
ful that Doug started building 
two more NEKTON subs, which 
were eventually called NEKTON 
BETA and NEKTON GAMMA, with 
the original NEKTON now called 
NEKTON ALPHA. The new subs 
were launched in 1970, were 
15-112 feet long, weighed 4,700 
lbs. and could carry a 450-lb. 
payload. All of the NEKTON subs 
were tested to 1 ,500 feet in the 
Port Hueneme lab. They were 
very maneuverable, put the ob-
server close to the sea floor and 
became popular with marine 
scientists around the United 
States. The NEKTONs were used 
extensively on underwater sci-
entific studies, including many 
coral reef researches in the Ca-
ribbean, fish and lobster stud- 1970- The NEKTONS ALPHA, BETA and GAMMA. 
ies in New England, geological research in Alaska and 
California, pipeline route surveys in the Mediterranean 
and oil company research off South America. Over five 
hundred scientists made their first submersible dive on a 
NEKTON. NEKTON ALPHA is still diving in Maine, NEKTON 
GAMMA has disappeared and is believed to be scrapped, 
and NEKTON GAMMA had been diving off Florida in recent 
years. All subs have gone through several owners. 
After leaving General Oceanographics, Doug opened 
a new machine shop in 1975, in Santa Ana, California. 
The World's Leading Manufacturer of Underwater Lift Bags 
SUBSALVE USA 
is a proud sponsor of 
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1976 - Doug with parts for DELTA. 
He called it Marfab. It was there that he began working 
on a new submersible that would be a little larger, go 
deeper and carry more payload. Doug not only designed 
and built the submersible itself but also built most of the 
supporting equipment including the underwater commu-
nication system, the tracking system, the camera hous-
ings, the sonar, the mechanical and later the hydraulic 
arms and submersible lights. He called it DELTA as this 
sub would have been NEKTON DELTA. His son Kenneth, 
a graduate engineer student at UCLA, helped Doug de-
sign and build DELTA. It was launched in 1980 and is still 
diving for Doug and his partners. Doug and Rich Slater 
formed Delta Oceanographics in the early 1980s and 
have used DELTA to take scientists diving off Australia, 
Asia, Africa, Europe and North America over 
the past 20 years. 
Doug's submersible highlights include 
having the first submersible to dive to the bot-
tom of the Dead Sea, exploring historical ship-
wrecks including the LUSITANIA, the EDMUND 
FITZGERALD, and the BROTHER JoNATHAN off 
northern California, where DELTA was used to 
recover over $5 million in gold coins. 
Doug moved Marfab to Torrance, Cali-
fornia in 1982, where he still works nearly 
365 days a year making parts and providing 
maintenance for DELTA. He has a new sub on 
the drawing board and has already made a full 
scale model for a deeper diving two-man sub-
mersible. Of all the submersible designers and 
builders back in the 1950s Doug is the only one still work-
ing on submersibles. His NEKTON and DELTA submersibles 
remain popular vehicles for scientific researchers. The 
young tool maker with no engineering or oceanographic 
training has provided vehicles for over 10,000 scientific 
dives and has had hundreds of scientific articles and sev-
eral books written from observations using his submers-
ibles. A quite remarkable career. 
Editor's note: This article was originally submitted 
in 2003. For more information on Doug log on to www. 
deltaoceanographics .com 
2000 - Submersible DELTA. 
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SCUBA WORKSHOP 
by Kent Rockwell 
PROJECT TEN - VIKING/NORSEMAN Regulator 
(Part One) 
Christensen Tool tee Industries' Air-
and Engineering, Inc. craft Division, a 
was established in government-quali-
1946, manufacturing fied contractor, in 
for the likes of Re- Greenwich, Conn. 
public Aircraft, IBM, became involved 
and other eastern sea- with the Norseman 
board companies. The regulators. The 
company's president, Viking/Norseman 
Danish descendant design would dis-
Kaj Christensen, and appear along with 
his technical advi- a small Navy con-
sor/treasurer and fel- tract sometime in 
low diving enthusiast, late 1962 or early 
John W. Herbert, were 1963. 
encouraged by friends Very little has 
and fellow workers to Viking Professional with buddy tube attached been written on 
develop a scuba unit. and Navy Norseman regulators. the Viking regu-
The company made the plunge in 1954, and enlisted lator. We found the first mention of the Viking in Skin 
the design skills of James P. Fay. His visually distinctive Diver Magazine's February 1959 issue and ads appeared 
Viking two-stage, open-circuit, scuba regulator reached sporadically from March of 1959 through March of 1961. 
the market in mid-1958. The Viking featured one of Several Historical Diving Society members sent in cop-
the first regulator purge devices and an optional buddy ies of Viking Diving Equipment catalogs and to this we 
breathing assembly, an item not strongly promoted for added our own Norseman Two Stage Regulator manual 
another fifteen years. ordered from Christensen Tool in 1962 by this author. 
There was no mistaking Fay's creation; his regulator We turned to Fred M. Robert's excellent book, Basic 
was visibly different from any previous design. Proto- Scuba (copyright 1960, 1963 by D. Van Nostrand Com-
types were tested in 1954 and in January of 1955 Fay pany, Inc.), for his breakdowns and analysis. 
filed his first of four patents. By mid-1955 the Navy's Ex- Our research accelerated with the chance purchase of 
perimental Diving Unit (NEDU), in Washington, D.C., an ex-Navy Norseman regulator that was part of a batch 
began testing the Viking regulator and found several surplused to a Seattle area dive shop. This find included 
problem areas. Fay spent the next few years experiment- the U.S. Navy's NAVSHIPS 394-0067 Technical Manual 
ing with various modifications and in early 1958, hired a for the "Air Demand Regulator" (Aerotec's Norseman) 
well-known commercial diver, George Swindell, to solve issued in November of 1962 and a T-104 Spanner Pliers 
some of the regulator's problems. Open water tests were (K-D Tools of Lancaster, Pa., No. 420SP) for use on the 
followed with chamber dives of up to 250 feet. high-pressure chamber. 
Complete tank, regulator and backpack rigs were We then purchased a new, in the box, Viking regula-
then available by the summer of 1958 and by the fall of tor, tank and Pak-Board assembly. This kit included the 
1960 Christensen had contracted Richard Sales and As- buddy breathing tube assembly, the small Viking Regula-
sociates of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to handle national tor Instruction Manual and, curiously, a Norseman Div-
distribution. Christensen's move to Fairfield, Connecticut ing Equipment catalog. With these pieces we were able to 
in 1961 coincided with the addition of the "Norseman" explore the regulator first hand. 
name. We suspect this may have been to designate the A computer search found four patents dating from 
military version ofthe regulator. In the fall of 1961 Aero- January 1955 to December of 1960 and all were credited 
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to James P. Fay of Norwalk, Connecticut. These patents 
would help solve questions of operation and illustrate the 
evolutionary design steps. 
Fay's first patent, U.S. Pat. No. 2,757,680 was filed 
on January 31, 1955. This design featured the basic lay-
out for the Viking regulator. The two-stage pressure as-
sembly, with its cylinder attaching yoke, penetrated the 
side of the cylindrical housing (canister) at 90 degrees to 
its axis. An intake bell closed off one end of the canister 
and a flexible diaphragm the other and thus formed an 
inhalation chamber between them. The first stage's single 
core valve (a high-pressure version of an automotive tire 
valve) fed high-pressure air, from the scuba bottle, into 
the second stage metal bellows. This bellows, when pres-
surized, expanded against the low-pressure spring until 
its operating bar lifted from the core valve at about 250 
P.S.I. and shut off the air supply. 
The second stage, core valve then retained the inter-
mediate pressure ready for operation. Upon inhalation, 
through the diver's mouthpiece and intake hose, there-
sulting lower pressure in the inhalation chamber caused 
the diaphragm to flex inward and to tilt to one side. A 
single, bent arm rocked down onto the second stage core 
valve and released air from the first and second pressure 
stages into the can and down the intake hose. A reserve 
lever rotated in a slot in the can and pressed down on 
the diaphragm's extension thus activating the low-pres-
sure stage manually and providing a "flushing action" 
(or purging action) for clearing the hoses and a reserve 
at low tank pressures. Simplistic in operation, the design 
had several faults, as discovered by the Navy's Experi-
mental Diving Unit (NEDU), which included inadequate 
A.,. 7, 1956 J, P. FAY 
llRIA'niiK!J DBVlCi 
2,757,680 
air delivery through the small core valves, erratic opera-
tion and the high cost of manufacturing the bellows. 
Fay filed his second patent, U.S. Pat. No. 2,939,456, 
on August 6, 1956 and it closely resembled the final Vi-
king design. Prototypes were produced and sent to the 
NEDU for testing. New features included two core valves 
in the first stage body to increase air delivery and an ex-
pansion chamber (a piston and cylinder affair) to replace 
the expensive bellows. Still in use was the single core 
valve for the second stage. 
To obtain a more uniform and linear motion between 
the diaphragm and second stage valve a system of levers 
and linkage was devised. Upon inhalation, the diaphragm 
moved inward (rather than to the side) pushing on a fork 
arrangement (passing around the second stage cylinder 
housing) that, through links, pulled a lever down onto 
and operating the second stage core valve. The reserve 
arm and its new pull-rod still moved the diaphragm to 
one side, activating the core valve for flushing and re-
serve. 
Fay filed two more patents, U.S. Pat. Numbers 2,939, 
471 (1958) and 3, 050,076 (1960) and, though interesting, 
their changes were not incorporated in the final produc-
tion design. Worth further study, however, these patents 
indicate that Fay wanted more air to the diver and had 
envisioned venting one of the first stage's high-pressure 
core valves directly into the inhalation chamber, and he 
simplified the linkage system to cut costs and improved 
performance. 
Christensen's production model Viking retained the 
second prototype's curious mixture of compressed air 
parts and serious "Rube Goldberg" linkage. It is this "tra-
J ... 7,1960 
FU""' Aq. 6, l88t 
J, P. FAY 
BRBtr.'IHDIQ mm:CB 
2,939,456 
1st and 2nd Patents for Viking regulator 
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peze" assembly of toggle levers, links, and a yoke frame-
work that gives the regulator its most interesting flair. 
Christensen used complete mouthpiece and hose as-
semblies from both U.S. Divers and Voit and added a 
beautiful brass identification placard, in black and gold, 
to the outside of the canister. A second and simpler model 
regulator was added, the standard Viking minus the re-
serve arm assembly. Thus the model with reserve became 
the Viking/ Norseman Professional and the second model 
became the Viking/Norseman Sportsman. 
The 1958 Viking underwent few changes during its 
production run. One of those changes involved the manu-
facturing process of various components. Initially, Chris-
tensen used an extensive amount of silver brazing (high 
strength "Easy-Flo 45" silver alloy manufactured by the 
Handy & Harman company of New York) to combine 
various components in production. The fork and linkage 
assembly and the canister housing would retain the braz-
ing process while the hi-pressure yoke assembly would 
return to its former cast self. The expansion chamber 
(second stage piston) was assembled with brazing as well, 
until a redesign replaced the second stage core valve with 
a purpose built upstream stem valve and screw-in seat 
assembly. This seat assembly had 6 ports venting into the 
inhalation chamber and acted as a stem guide. 
A second and minor change was the addition of a 
second 0-ring to the piston's shaft and a Teflon coat-
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ing bonded to the piston's sliding surface. Curiously, the 
Navy Norseman reverted back to the single 0-ring design 
of the earlier model but with no Teflon coating. 
Aerotec Industries' U.S. Navy designated "Air De-
mand Regulator" was essentially the Norseman Sports-
man model. The access port was eliminated, as were the 
locating pins that aligned the yoke to the regulator hous-
ing, a move to make disassembly and assembly easier. 
Internally, the Navy's requirements for "low magnetic 
signature" (MIL-M-19595A) replaced all chrome plating 
with the less durable cadmium coatings and the high tem-
perature applied Teflon coating was not used. The second 
stage featured only four jetports, the over-pressure stop 
was eliminated from inside the intake bell and a bracket 
was soldered into the exhaust bell to support the end of 
the reserve guide pin and help maintain the linkage's lin-
ear motion. 
Externally, the Navy version could be identified by 
the lack of the reserve lever and flushing port, the ad-
dition of a thin blue Norseman emblem and small "IN-
TAKE" and "EXHAUST" plates glued to their respective 
bells. The U.S. Divers neoprene hoses and mouthpiece 
were in jet-black in color. 
In Part Two we will overhaul the Navy Norseman 
and hopefully do a test dive. 
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The Academey of Underwater 
Arts & Sciences 
NOGI Award Winners 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE 
Alese and Morton Pechter 
Alese & Mor-
ton Pechter have 
worked for years 
within the scuba 
industry and with 
the general pub-
lic to create an 
awareness of scu-
ba as an accepted 
sport. Their con-
tact and work with 
the mass media 
helped to change 
the image of the industry from "macho" to an accepted 
family recreational sport. 
As the official photographers for DEMA almost since 
its inception, they have traveled the globe documenting 
the underwater experience, photographing, writing and 
lecturing, and passing the word along about the world of 
scuba. 
Scientists, writers, and media personnel have all 
been the beneficiaries of their excellent candids. They 
have also supplied the photos for international journalists 
whose articles have appeared worldwide in publications 
outside the diving community. Their photographic library 
is a veritable history of the diving world. 
The Pechters are themselves renowned underwater 
photojournalists, and are active photographers, authors, 
teachers, divers, and lecturers, whether they are search-
ing for sunken archeological treasures, photographing the 
magnificent reefs or investigating the deep ocean. They 
have specialized in multi-media productions and semi-
nars on ecology, marine biology, land and underwater 
photography, travel and on the creation of multi-media 
shows. These programs instruct while they entertain, al-
ways carrying a message that will promote ocean conser-
vation. Their photos and articles have appeared not only 
in scuba publications but in general interest magazines 
and newspapers throughout the world. 
The Pechters' award winning children's book, What's 
In The Deep? has received public and critical acclaim and 
has been chosen a Reading Rainbow selection. It was the 
first ocean oriented book geared to youngsters that car-
ried actual photographs of the underwater world, rather 
than illustrations that came from someone's imagination. 
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The book has become a science text in libraries and class-
rooms throughout the country. 
They have been masthead contributors to Underwa-
ter USA, Caribbean Travel & Life, Dive Training, and 
Rodale s Sport Diver publications. Several of their under-
water photos were selected by the Chinese government 
to be part of a prestigious, special art show touring their 
country. 
They have been elected Fellow National Members in 
the prestigious Explorers Club for their contribution to 
scientific knowledge in the field of geographical explora-
tion, are Life Members of the National Marine Educators 
Association and the Historical Diving Society, and are 
also members of the Oceanography Society. Alese was 
elected a charter member of the Women Divers Hall of 
Fame and most recently initiated into ODK, a national 
honor association recognizing lifetime achievement and 
leadership. 
Recognized as outstanding underwater photojournal-
ists, New York Times art critic David Shirey has stated the 
Pechters' photographs "reflect a technique, a specialized 
expertise and an aesthetic authority that gives us a new 
understanding of underwater photography." 
They have had several prestigious art gallery shows 
and their works are hanging in private collections as well 
as being part of the permanent collections of the Long 
Island Science Museum, Florida Atlantic University and 
Adelphi University. They were active founding members 
of the Long Island Science Museum having carried the 
title of Vice President of the Museum for several years. 
Among their many awards, Alese & Morton Pechter 
have been honored by the United Nations Environment 
Programme and recognized by the U.S. Navy as Honor-
ary Deep Sea Divers. They have also been honored by 
the South Florida Police Search & Rescue Teams and 
were selected as the 1996 Photojournalists of the Year 
by the USCA. Morton is a Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta 
Kappa graduate of Dartmouth College and did his gradu-
ate studies at the Tuck School and Harvard University. 
Alese holds a Bachelor's degree from Adelphi Univer-
sity and did her Master's and Doctoral studies at Hofstra 
University. 
ARTS 
Christopher Newbert and Birgitte Wilms 
Danish born Birgitte began her underwater photo ca-
reer at the age of 22 in the Egyptian Red Sea. Magazine 
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articles and interviews from her first underwater photo 
expedition were acclaimed immediately in her home 
country. 
Chris began his underwater photo work in 1972 at an 
older age than Birgitte. This handsome couple has been 
honored and praised from all quarters of the publishing 
society. An article in the Los Angeles Times claimed that 
their book, Within a Rainbowed Sea, has exhausted crit-
ics' superlatives. As their ultimate honor, the Limited 
Edition of the book was selected by the White House as 
an official Presidential Gift of State to be used by the 
President as a gift to visiting dignitaries. On May 4, 1986, 
President Reagan gave a copy to Emperor Hirohito of 
Japan, on the occasion of his 80th birthday and the 60th 
anniversary of his reign. 
Life magazine gave more page space to their photo 
in the "105 Years of Photography, Pictures That Made a 
Difference" issue than any of a list of other illuminaries 
whose work was included. Chris and Birgitte have a list 
of prestigious honors, one of which is for Chris as the 
first recipient of the Wyland Foundation Award of Un-
derwater Still Photography in the First Annual Wyland 
Foundation Awards Ceremony, in Hollywood, Califor-
nia, which was nationally televised. 
Their Rainbowed Sea Tours, Inc. conducts interna-
tional dive and photographic tours to the finest diving lo-
cations: Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu, 
Galapagos, Red Sea and soon Milne, to list a few. 
A children's book series is in the making featuring 
Chris and Birgitte's images. Birgitte is writing the text 
in-between their speaking engagements and children's 
slide shows for the Sunshine Kids. Would you believe all 
the planning-excitement for Chris Newbert and Birgitte 
Wilms takes place on their horse farm in New Hamp-
shire? 
SPORTS AND EDUCATION 
Leslie Leaney 
Born in Lon-
don, England, Les-
lie Leaney learned 
to scuba dive in 
1969 and became 
an instructor, club 
Expedition Direc-
tor and eventually 
Diving Officer, 
for BSAC Special 
Branch in Singa-
pore. Expeditions 
he led in 1970 and 
1971 did some of 
the early record-
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ing of the effect of the Crown of Thoms starfish on coral 
reefs off Malaya. During the early 1970s he was diving 
in the Maldives, Australia, and New Zealand. His skills 
were brought to the attention of the late King Hussein 
of Jordan, and Leaney was hired to do a survey and re-
port on the establishing of a recreational dive center at 
the Red Sea port of Aquaba. During the 1970s and '80s 
he traveled extensively training divers and instructors in 
England, Malta, Saudi Arabia, Oman, and America. Dur-
ing this time Leaney held various club committee posi-
tions at BSAC branches before he eventually settled in 
Southern California. With his interest in diver training 
and history, Leaney compiled a large diving library and 
archive, and established a collection of historically sig-
nificant equipment. His library currently provides educa-
tional and research material for diving historians. Items 
from his historical equipment collection are on display at 
various museums in America and Europe. 
In 1992 Leaney's interest in history led him to co-
found the Historical Diving Society-USA (HDS-USA) 
with Skip Dunham. Initially formed as a chapter of the 
British HDS, the USA Society evolved into an American 
non-profit corporation and its booth can now be found at 
every major U.S. dive show. Leaney has worn the hats of 
Chairman, President, and Executive Director, and under 
his guidance the Society has grown from a few dozen 
members to several thousand around the world. He has 
been involved in every step of the Society's development 
and devoted thousands of volunteer hours to construct a 
secure and enduring non-profit organization for the re-
cording of American diving history. As part of the HDS 
education program to preserve diving history Leaney has 
overseen the reprinting of numerous publications and the 
restoration of several old films to video and DVD for-
mat. 
In 1993 Leaney founded Historical Diver Magazine 
(HDM), America's first, and only, publication devoted to 
all aspects of diving history. Under his editorial leader-
ship HDM has published numerous articles translated 
from foreign languages, that had never before been pub-
lished in America. It has become the official publica-
tion of Historical Societies in Australia, Asia, Germany, 
Canada, Russia, and Mexico. More recently Leaney in-
troduced an HDM Educational Outreach Program for 
American based libraries. 
In addition to being editor, Leaney has written and 
contributed numerous educational articles on early equip-
ment that have also appeared in other international pub-
lications. He has lectured on diving history at seminars 
in France, Canada, Mexico, England and America, and 
has also brought several foreign historians to America to 
present their research. In 1998 Leaney organized the re-
turn of Hans and Lotte Hass to America for a film festival 
honoring their careers. 
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With his broad knowledge of diving history Leaney 
has acted as a consultant to several television produc-
tion companies and to organizations like ADC, PADI, 
DEMA and the U.S. Navy. He currently serves on the 
Boards of the Commercial Diving Hall of Fame, the 
International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame, the Academy 
of Underwater Arts and Science, the Diving Industry 
Awards Gala Committee, and is a Founding Trustee of 
the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum. 
He is the recipient of the 2004 Beneath The Sea 
Diver of the Year Award for Service in New York, and 
the 1993 Historical Diving Society Award, for service 
to HDS-UK. He holds Honorary Lifetime member-
ships in the Historical Diving Societies of Russia, 
South East Asia & Pacific, and Canada, and is a Fel-
low of the Explorers Club. 
SCIENCE 
Jim Cahill 
Jim Cahill has an amazing record in backing and 
participating in many scientific endeavors over the 
years. Jim Cahill and New England Divers Company 
were interchangeable in the days before he sold it to 
retire in the late 1970s. His company distributed all 
lines of equipment by mail and also directly from his 
New England warehouse dur-
ing the '50s, '60s and '70s. 
Most of the companies would 
have died during the various 
recessions without the contin-
uous selling by New England 
Divers. 
Jim was always available 
in person and with equip-
ment for aquariums, MIT, and 
Woods Hole. As an ex-lieu-
tenant in the UDT, he played 
a major role in the scientific 
studies done in the military. 
He started a biology diving camp off the Atlantic Coast 
with Buster Crabbe. He led the rescue mission, in storm 
conditions, of the huge radar tower that went down off 
Gloucester. He served on a Governor's Board for fish and 
game in New England. 
Jim Cahill is the most significant name in all of New 
England's diving world and his role in supporting all 
kinds of ocean science projects is unequaled. 
Kirby Morgan Dive Systems, Inc .. 
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The world's leading manufacturer of diving helmets and 
full face masks and a proud founding member of 
The ffistorlcal Diving Society 
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DIVEMASTER 
Skin and Lung 
Diving 
STUDY TRAINING 
LESSON NUMBER 
U. A. S. Corporation 
56J7-43 Wett 631'411 PloH 
Chkaeo 38, Htinol• 
•' 
In 1958, Divemaster's president, William G. Tontsch, 
and E.R. Cross published their mail order "dive train-
ing syllabus" entitled Divemaster Skin and Lung Diving 
Home Training Course. Written by Cross and originally 
titled Self Contained Diving For Fun And Profit these 
lessons were published in 25 black and white soft cover 
volumes. 
Tontsch founded the Chicago based U.A.S. Corpora-
tion (Divemaster) at the end of World War II to provide 
oxygen to the commercial aviation community. When 
local divers began seeking compressed gases, Tontsch 
became interested in the fledgling industry and estab-
lished Divemaster in about 1954 or '55 to supply dive 
gear. Touted as the "world's largest supplier of skin and 
lung diving equipment," Divemaster offered an extensive 
catalog of all major brands of scuba gear. The home study 
course was a natural outgrowth for the often snow-bound 
northern states and small ads were run in many maga-
zines. Knowing how well "do it yourself' magazines did 
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Wanted: 
DIVEMASTER's 1958 Home Study 
Course 
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in the post war years, we suspect that this was probably a 
pretty successful (lucrative) venture. 
Each lesson usually consisted of between 50 and 100 
pages of text with charts, line and hand drawings and 
some photographs to illustrate the subject. Although we 
only have a few of these lessons, we surmise that work 
sheets were included and these were sent in for grading 
by Cross. The lessons covered subjects from the physics 
of diving to pouring concrete and light ship salvage. 
HELP WANTED: 
The HDS library is looking for a complete set of 
originals or photocopies of the Divemaster training pro-
gram. We do have a few lessons so please let us know 
what you may have and maybe we can fill in the gaps. We 
would like to do an in-depth report on E.R. Cross's work 
and need your help. Please contact associate editor Kent 
Rockwell at hds@hds.org 
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Helmets of the Deep 
Sadler, London 
"Makers of the patent air tight diving apparatus in all its branches." 
In issue Number 11, 
Spring 1997, we published 
a three-page article on 
three Sadler helmets from 
the mid to late 1800s. 
We noted that Sadler's 
equipment was in use on 
the wreck of the RoYAL 
GEORGE in 1839, and spec-
ulated that one of the three 
helmets had possibly been 
converted from a "Deane" 
style open helmet that was 
used at that time. 
The Society was re-
cently contacted by Clare 
Daley of England, who 
is a descendant of the 
Sadler family. Clare is re-
searching her ancestors' 
company, Sadler of Lon-
don. Thomas Skipper was 
Clare's great-great-great-
grandfather and William 
Flowerdew Sadler was her 
great-great-great uncle. 
It is rare to find a mem-
The 1846 London Post 
Office Directory contains 
an entry reading: "Sadler, 
Wm. F., millwright, en-
gineer, etc., 96 Tooley 
Street." 
The same directory of 
1854 states: "Sadler, Wm. 
F. & Jas B., millwrights, 
engineers, & makers of 
the patent air tight diving 
apparatus in all its branch-
es, 96 Tooley Street." 
W.F. Sadler and J. B. 
Sadler both died in the 
mid -1850s and Thomas 
Skipper took the helm. He 
died in 1867 and the com-
pany stayed in his fam-
ily, due, I believe, to the 
efforts of his wife Mary. 
Thomas and Mary had 
four sons, William Henry 
(Harry), James Charles 
(Charlie), Thomas Sadler 
(my ancestor) and Fred. 
ber of any family doing 
research into the family's 
connection to diving. As 
Clare's English trail leads 
Sketch of a Sadler helmet by Victoria Kinnersly. 
© 1996 V. Kinnersly 
By 1871 the young 
Thomas and Harry were 
already engineers in the 
business. The company 
left Tooley Street in 1879 
us back to the very creative period of Augustus Siebe, 
the Deanes and salvage of the RoYAL GEORGE, we are 
publishing part of her research in the hope that members 
might be able to add more information. - Editor 
The Sadler family company was started by William 
Flowerdew Sadler and his nephew, James Braybrook 
Sadler, in Southwark, London in the 1830s. They en-
tered into a formal partnership in 1842 and by 1851 they 
employed nine men and three boys. James Braybrook 
Sadler's sister, Mary, married a Thomas Skipper, who 
also joined the firm, probably in the early 1840s when he 
arrived in London from Norfolk. 
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when their premises were purchased for road widening 
and moved to No. 20, Three Oak Lane, St. John Horse-
lydown. 
In 1879 Mary drew up a will, and she passed away 
two years later in 1881. In this will she stated that she 
herself was the owner of the company and she left Harry 
in charge on her death. She also left very specific instruc-
tions as to the respective roles, hours of work, pay, over-
time, etc. for all four sons: 
Harry - Manager at £4 per week; 
Thomas and Charlie - Journeyman Engineers at £2 
per week (6am to 5 pm); 
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Fred - Clerk, £2 per week. 
My research shows the following life span for each 
of these sons. 
James Charles Skipper: 1848- 1894 
Thomas Sadler Skipper: 1854 - 1945 
William Henry Skipper: 1854 - 1943 
Fred Skipper: 1858- 1942 
All four were engineers or retired engineers when 
they died. Thomas Sadler Skipper had two sons, Freder-
ick and Lancelot, both of whom also became engineers. 
Their mother Mary had been insistent that the com-
pany, which was now trading as Sadler & Skipper, should 
remain in the family. Charles died in 1894 and left his 
share of the company to his wife in his will. She died 
intestate shortly afterwards, and Charles's share of the 
business passed to his wife's mother. However, the three 
remaining brothers continued to manage the company 
until its demise. 
The 1901 census lists the remaining three sons as fol-
lows: 
Harry- Mechanical Engineer (Employer) 
Thomas - Submarine Engineer and General Engineer 
(Employer) 
Fred- Mechanical Engineer (Employer) 
Thereafter the trail then goes cold until 1936 when 
the company, now known as Sadler & Co., and still oper-
ating from Three Oak Lane, was sold to a large brewery 
for whom they had been providing engineering services. 
I am still researching my family's diving history and 
would appreciate any additional information that mem-
bers of the HDS could provide. I can be contacted via the 
Editor at the HDS addresses. 
Clare Daley 
Buckinghamshire, England 
Sadler family historian Clare 
Daley. Courtesy C. Daley 
COMEX S.A. 
Proudly supporting the work of the 
Historical Diving Society 
and 
Historical Diver Magazine 
COMEX S.A.-36 boulevard des Oceans 
BP 143 - 13275 Marseille Cedex 9 - FRANCE 
Tel. (33) 04.91.29.75.00- Fax (33) 04.91.29.75.07 
http:/www.comex. fr 
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IDSfORICAL DIVING SOCIE1Y 
USA 
Former CALYPSO crew member Dominique Serafini and Sea 
Hunt's Zale Parry at the DEMA HDS booth. 
There are now two major events for HDS in the last 
quarter of the year. The first is the Society conference, 
which returned to the West Coast after last years success 
in Florida, and the second is the DEMA Fall Show which 
was held in Houston. The conference is covered else-
where in this issue, but suffice it to say attendees seemed 
to enjoy the wealth of information presented and unique 
displays of rare equipment. The conference banquet was 
well attended. In recent years the Society had presented 
its awards as a member of the Dive Industry Gala, in 
partnership with DEMA and the Academy of Underwater 
Arts and Sciences. With DEMA's continued reluctance to 
continue with the Gala, and both of our award recipients 
being California based, the Society decided to present its 
awards at the conference banquet. The presentation of 
this year's Pioneer Award was very special. Phil Nuyt-
ten's irreverent video award presentation balanced Lad 
Handelman's career achievements with many of Lad's 
"behind every great man is a greater lady" scenarios, and 
had many guests teary-eyed with laughter. However, Lad 
endured with his usual good humor and brought a clear 
focus to the Society's role in diving during his accep-
tance speech. Nuytten and Handelman had been partners 
in Oceaneering and several retired Oceaneering friends 
attended the ceremony. A very dapper Andy Lentz, ac-
companied by his wife Susan, received the E.R. Cross 
Award. Andy recalled that the first time he met E.R. 
Cross was in New Orleans in 1996, after he and Leslie 
Leaney had taken three days to drive there from Santa 
Barbara. Andy was crawling around on the floor of the 
HDS booth looking for something he had dropped. Sud-
denly a pair of feet were in front of him and he looked up 
to see E.R. Cross. Cross looked down at Andy, who was 
bowed on all fours, and said, "There's no need to do that 
just because it's me." Ocean artist Wyland donated nu-
merous elegant sculptures as centerpieces for the banquet 
and these were available to guests for a donation to HDS. 
Several found new homes. 
The Society then went from the confines of Banning's 
Landing to the vast halls of DEMA, at the Houston Con-
vention Center. Brass Hat Diver's John GaHagan joined 
Kent Rockwell and Leslie and Jill Leaney staffing the 
HDS booth. DEMA is a great gathering place for mem-
bers but this year attendance was down sharply due in 
part to industry resistance to the location. We found the 
folks at Houston to be extremely polite and courteous and 
we enjoyed our stay immensely. Society Directors Dan 
Orr, Bob Hollis, Mark Young, and Bernie Chowdhury 
made time in their busy schedules for an HDS luncheon 
meeting. A steady flow of members came by to say hello. 
Our thanks to Tracey Davenport and Nestor Palmero at 
Oceanic for shipping our booth and inventory from Cali-
fornia to Texas and back for free, and to Bill and Julianne 
Ziefle for being such kind and gracious hosts. 
340 S KELLOGG AVE., STE E, GOLETA, CA 93117 U.S.A. 
PHONE: 805-692-0072 FAX: 805-692-0042 www.hds.org - e-mail: hds@hds.org 
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SOUTH EAST ASIA PACIFIC 
THE AUSTRALIAN UNDERWATER 
FEDERATION INC. 
The following article was "dis-
covered" by Andreas Rechnitzer. 
This fascinating period of Austra-
lian diving history is slowly being 
unraveled, and this interesting piece 
adds to our knowledge. 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF HOW 
THE AUSTRALIAN UNDERWA-
TER FEDERATION INC. CAME 
INTO BEING 
Underwater activities in Aus-
tralia began in 1917, when Alex 
Wickham, a young man from the 
Solomon Islands, speared fish in 
the waters of Sydney Harbor. The 
son of a shipwrecked English sailor 
and a Solomon Island girl, Alex was 
called the "Human Fish." 
Denny and May Wells, Frank 
Cunliffe, Bill Heffernan, Rod McNeill, Keith Vagg, 
Goff Gapp, Noel Monkman and a small band of follow-
ers were the early pioneers of underwater diving before 
World War II. 
It was not until well after the end of the War that 
scuba diving in Australia started to gain popularity. Gen-
erally speaking, the first to commence scuba diving once 
some equipment was available were from the ranks of 
the spearfishing clubs. These first exploits were from 
men and women who were proficient with snorkeling and 
spearfishing and had no fear of the ocean. 
Australia was at the forefront in the invention of 
oxygen re-breathers and many other aspects of equip-
ment that are taken for granted today. Brothers George 
and Trevor Davies were pioneers in their desire to find 
ways of staying underwater longer with their two-stage 
regulator. These two men were to carve a piece of Aus-
tralian underwater history by being two of the first in this 
country to build and use a pure air underwater breathing 
apparatus. 
Edward (Ted) Baker was another early pioneer of 
scuba diving involved in the invention of compressed 
air techniques and equipment. As 
the number of scuba divers slowly 
increased, Don Linklater, Wally 
Gibbins, Dr. Roscoe Fay, Dick 
Charles, Rod McNeill and Ron 
Ware decided to form the country's 
first underwater scuba club. Named 
the Underwater Explorers Club, it 
was a breakaway from the Under-
water Spearfishermen's Association 
(U.S.F.A.). Instruction for potential 
members was undertaken, and they 
had to pass a medical examination 
as well as show their underwater 
expertise. They were asked to learn 
about equipment and underwater 
techniques, and participate in exer-
cises and teamwork skills in a care-
fully controlled manner. 
During these early years there 
were only a handful of women participating in what was 
considered a man's pastime. Female sport divers at the 
time were anything but masculine in appearance; they 
were mostly underwater models and very good divers. 
Some came from a background of "The Aqua Show" and 
were prospective underwater film performers for a forth-
coming Australian movie to be shot on the Great Bar-
rier Reef called Deep Down Down Under, starring Chips 
Rafferty. Noel Monkman filmed all underwater footage, 
assisted by Wally Gibbins. 
In 1960, the Australian Underwater Federation 
(A.U.F.) emerged as a national body at government level, 
representing the sport of spearfishing and scuba diving. 
The Federation produced a set of scuba diving standards 
initially based on the British Sub-Aqua Club, and later 
modified it to meet the needs of Australian scuba div-
ers. These were the first recorded standards laid down 
by a diving association in this country, but they were not 
compulsory. 
Perhaps our best known skin-diver after the second 
World War was Richard Charles, known as Dick, and as 
time passed, "The Old Dick." He was the founder and 
PO BOX 2064, Normanville, 5204 South Australia, Australia, www.hdsseap.org 
Phone +61 8 8558 2970 Fax +61 8 8558 3490 E-mail: bob@hyperbarichealth.com 
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first President of the Underwater Spearfishermen 's Asso-
ciation of New South Wales (U.S.F.A.) and later the Aus-
tralian Underwater Federation (A.U.F.). The first meeting 
organized in Australia for spearfishermen was held near 
Long Reef Golf Club on Sunday, April 4, 1948 . 
Dick was not only a diver but also a leader of great 
respect amongst others. It was once written of Dick 
Charles, "It is doubtful if there is another sport that owes 
so much to one man's sincerity and quality of leadership." 
By the summer of 1948-49, skin-divers were called spear 
fishermen, and that name has stayed with them into the 
1990's. 
National Championships for Spearfishing started in 
1953, with Scuba Championships starting in 1958. Under-
water Hockey started in England in 1954, but it was not 
until 1984 that the first World Championships took place 
in Chicago, USA where Australia made a clean sweep in 
Men's and Women's team events. The Australian Open 
UWH Championships were held in 1975. The Women's 
UWH titles commenced in 1981, with the Junior UWH 
Championships commencing in 1990. In the late 1980s 
Fin Swimming also became more prominent with the in-
troduction of the mono-fin and competitions being held 
in conjunction with the National Championships. 
As competitive underwater sports continue to grow 
the Australian Underwater Federation acts as the govern-
ing body for all the amateur men, women and children 
Morse Diving 
Since 1837 
involved within Australia who seek to enjoy the under-
water world around us. 
Special thanks to Tom Byron for permission to re-
produce for incorporation in this brief summary, some 
excerpts from his latest book, History of Spearfishing and 
Scuba Diving in Australia - the first 80 years 1917 to 
1997. 
Sue Dockar 
SoozieD Productions 
Editor's note. The book is available from HDSUSA. 
In a recent telephone conversation with Wally Gib-
bins ( HDS SEAP Honary Life Member) the need for this 
small correction was noted. Thanks Wally. 
The article refers to a Chips Rafferty movie of the 
mid 1950's, Deep Down, Down Under. Wally recalls the 
team mentioned who worked on this movie, but it was 
never completed. The team however did complete the big 
screen adventure, King of the Coral Seas. 
Noel Monkman and Wally Gibbins contributions to 
diving and underwater photography are actively being 
researched by HDS SEAP members and the fruits of this 
work will soon be available for publication. 
-Bob Ramsay 
Supporting the work of the Historical Diving Society 
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Telephone: 781-871-7772 or 781-871-7764 
Toll-Free: 1-877-87-MORSE (66773) 
Fax: 781-871-9395 
www.morsediving.com - Email: sales_servie@morsediving .com 
199 Weymouth St., Rockland, Mass 02370 
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GERMANY 
Broichbachtal34, D-52134 Herzogenrath N W, Germany 
Tel. 011-49-2406-929-330 Fax. 011-49-2406-929-331 
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Jean-Michel Cousteau in Germany 
Michael lung shows Jean-Michel Cousteau the old guest book 
of the XARIFA. 
During his stay at the BOOT show in Dusseldorf, 
Jean-Michel Cousteau had the opportunity to visit also 
the famous Aquazoo. The Aquazoo is home to one of the 
world's largest and most interesting group of aquariums 
that contain both fresh and saltwater fishes. In 2002 the 
Aquazoo bought the historic diving equipment that Hans 
Hass used on his expeditions. This consisted in part of 
Hans' still and film cameras, underwater housings, oxy-
gen-rebreather, books, etc. for a permanent exhibition 
which will be opened in 2006. During his visit Cousteau 
met HDM German editor Michael Jung, who is a friend 
and work fellow of Hans Hass. Michael explained the 
plans for the exhibition to Jean-Michel and showed him 
several items. Jean-Michel was very impressed, partic-
ularly when he saw the original guest book from Hans 
Hass' ship XARIFA and read the entries from all over the 
world. 
Jean-Michel Cousteau also held a lecture in the Aqua-
zoo in which he promoted the campaign of "Citizen of 
the Ocean." He said, "The world ocean is suffering more 
and more. The Earth's environment is affected. Life on 
Earth is threatened. This is why we, the members of the 
World Ocean Network, have decided to react by creating 
the status of Citizen of the Ocean. We propose that every 
one of us contribute to preserving the ocean and better 
manage marine resources to offer a viable future for our 
children. Each Citizen of the Ocean represents the World 
Ocean on Earth." 
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Dr. Wolfgang Gettmann from Aquazoo, Dusseldorf, receives 
his passport as a "Citizen of the Oceans" from Jean-Michel 
Cousteau. 
The new "World Ocean Passport" is a tool to em-
power the holder to undertake concrete actions towards 
the conservation of oceans and related issues. Each per-
son who acquires a passport becomes a "Citizen of the 
Ocean." The bearer of the passport has rights as well as 
duties. The passport is a tool through which hundreds 
of thousands of people make a commitment towards the 
preservation of the oceans. 
The concept of a "Global Passport of the Citizen of 
the Ocean" was created by the World Ocean Network, 
which represent 600 organizations. The network has sup-
port from UNESCO's Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission and is currently involved mainly in promot-
ing the World Ocean Day celebrations on 8th June every 
year (coordinated by WWF, UK). The Historical Diving 
Society Germany supports this important initiative. 
For more information see: www.worldoceannetwork.org 
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Historical Diving Society Canada 
241A East 1st Street Rear 
North Vancouver, B.C. Canada,V7L 1B4 
Tel: 604-980-6262 Fax: 604-980-6236 e-mail: nrl@direct.ca 
Winter 1961, Lac St-Joseph, Quebec 
It was a clear winter's day in 1961 when Roger Boissy and some friends went ice diving at Lac St-Joseph, Que-
bec, Canada. The ice that day was 39 inches (lm) thick, the air temperature -20° F (-28°C) and water temperature 
30°F (0°C). The water depth was 48' (15m). Exposure time was approximately 30 minutes. 
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Ice diving has never been for the faint of heart! Boissy shares some memories of that day: 
Gaetane after the dive, a little bit frozen! 
Myself, with my wife Gaetane, suited up. She was wear-
ing a Totes dry-suit, a pair of 118" Goodrich gloves, 
a Waterlung Sportsways mask, an International Divers 
bellows snorkel, a Sportsways Malibu regulator mount-
ed on a Sportways 42 cu.Jt. orange steel cylinder with a 
]-valve. 1 was using a Heinke suit, an Aqua-Lung face 
mask with an International Divers bellows snorkel. 1 
used a Heinke regulator and single 70 cu.ft tank. 
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A bunch of us: Michel Giasson, Michel 
Conte, Paul Marquis, Yvon Gignac, Cyril 
Bignel, my wife and myself. 
There is speculation that Gaetane Boissy may have been the first woman to dive scuba under the ice in Canada. 
If any Historical Diver reader has additional information on this, we'd love to hear from you. 
Special thanks go to HDS member Roger Boissy of Bo-Lan ('Specialists en plonge sous-marine') in Quebec for 
his generosity in sharing these great photos . 
.Join Forces for Safety and Practical Regulation 
Within our Industry 
What We Do 
• Serve to promote Safely, Educalioo, and Communicalioo throughout the commercial diving and underwater indUSII'y 
• Speak on behalf of the membership. as one voice working to improve reoognition of the importance of the commercial diving and underwater industry 
• Liaison with Flag State Government regulatory authorities and related industry representatives to estabHsh logical and practical regulations for :the 
conduct of commercial diving and underwater operations 
• Development and CommunicatiOn of Industry Consensus and other Safety Standards 
Safety Hinges on Education 
Despite industry knowledge that a three-man team is an absolute safe minimum, many bid requests stHI specify a two-man team. Accidents and fatalities 
continue to take place when companies and persons undertake hazardous underwater operatiOns withOut proper knowledge end !reining regarding 
dangers inherent in such practices. For this reason, videotapes are developed and provided to address issues such as: "Why A Three-man Dive Team•; 
"The Hazards of Differential Pressure"; and "Underwater Bumlng Safety•. Additional multi-media presentations will be developed as a means of furthering 
education throughout the industry. · 
Other educational materials include periodic safety alerts, tutorials, Industry presentations, and a progrem of updating previously issued Consensus 
Standards. 
Why Hire An ADC Member? 
An ADC Member Is one that has agreed in writing to adhere to all applicable regulatory requirements, Including the ADC Consensus Starldards 
Commercial Diving Operations; a document recognized glObally as a comprehensive guide to the conduct of safe commercial diving and ur'lder1watEir I 
operatiOns. 
An ADC Associate Member company Is one that fully understands the equipment needs of the underwater industry; has incorporated the hiat1eat :standa1rds I 
of safety and quality control Into the end product, and is wiHing and able to provide guidance and assistance in evalUation and preJl8rs~on 
specificatiOns. 
Association of Diving Contractors International 
5206 FM 1960 West, Suite 202 • Houston, TX 77069 
(281) 893-8388 • Fax (281) 893-5118 
www.adc-usa.org 
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HISTOIRE DU DEVELOPPEMENT 
SUBAQUATIQUE EN FRANCE 
H.D.S. FRANCE 
39, rue Gaston Briand- 16130 SEGONZAC 
E-mail : HDS.FRANCE@wanadoo.fr 
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Request by Guillaume! to import Newton's patent from England to France, 20th July, 1838. 
The Society has recently published the fourth issue ofL'ICHTYOSANDRE, which contains more valuable infor-
mation on diving history. There are two main articles in the issue. The first is "The Extraordinary Story of Command-
er Lionel Crabb," by Pierre Yves Le Marec and Philippe Rousseau. The story of this British military frogman diver is 
one of the greatest intrigues in diving history and the article is illustrated with images of Crabb in his equipment. 
The second is the final installment of Daniel David's article on "The Birth of the Regulator," which covers the 
work of Dr. Manuel Theodore Guillaumet and the first demand regulator. He also covers the involvement of M. New-
ton in Guillaumet's work. A very interesting section of the article is an extract from the original text from the Archives 
of the Academy of Sciences in Paris. 
HDS France held a members meeting at the Antibes Film Festival and were pleased to welcome Mr. Lee Selisky, 
the former Chairman of HDS USA, and Mr. Leslie Leaney, the editor of the American HDS magazine. Also we were 
very pleased to see Jill Leaney, who used to be with the Musee Scaphandre in Espalion. 
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HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY RUSSIA 
Dr. A. S1edkov, Director 
Gagarina Prospect 67, SPb 
Russia 196143 
HDSRu @mail.admiral.ru 
Historical Diving Helmets 
from the Central Naval Museum in St. Petersburg 
by Georgy Rogachev and Alexander Sledkov, in association with 
Leslie Leaney 
Siebe & Gorman, 
London 
Circa 1875, #1729 
This helmet is museum inventory number 9260 and was one of the first used in the diving school. It is the stan-
dard three light model from this period, with the tall bonnet similar to the earlier Augustus Siebe helmets. It has the 
number 4 style closeable exhaust valve. (See "Siebe Closed Helmets of the 19th Century," by Leaney and Lyons, 
HDM No.18). The bonnet has a spit cock located at the lower right side of the face plate and the lashing eye relocated 
behind the right view port. The chain from the locking pin remains, as do the two rear straps. The face plate maybe 
from a later model helmet. The overall condition of this old helmet is very good. 
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HOUDINI'S QUICK ESCAPE DIVING DRESS 
James Vorosmarti, MD 
Harry Houdini received a 
patent dated March 1, 1921 for 
diving dress, illustrated in the 
accompanying diagram. The 
obvious question is; Who else 
but Harry Houdini would have 
invented a quick escape dress? 
He was world renowned as "the 
great escape artist" and was ob-
sessed his entire life with death 
and escaping it. He died in 1926 
of peritonitis secondary to a rup-
tured appendix. 
1,370,316 .. 
WITN£88£8 . 
tl. HOUDINI. 
DIVER'S SUIT. 
APPLICI.liO~ riLiiii~HOO, 1111, 
Patented :trfur. 1, 19~1. 
The objects of the inven-
tion are to "provide a new and 
improved diver's suit arranged 
to permit the diver, in case of 
danger for any cause whatever, 
to quickly divest himself of the 
suit while submerged and to 
safely escape and reach the sur-
face of the water. Another object 
is to enable the diver to put on 
or take off the suit without re-
quiring assistance. Another ob-
ject is to prevent the diver when 
submerged from being crushed 
by the pressure of the surround-
ing water in case the air supply 
gives out or the air line becomes 
fouled for any cause. A further 
object is to enable the diver to go 
quickly down to a greater depth 
and to readily arise therefrom 
without consuming as much 
time in effecting a 'compressing 
or decompressing action' as now 
required and practiced." 
The dress appears to be a 
standard dress which is split at 
the waist into trousers and jacket 
with a standard helmet attached 
$.-it:~~ !!kf,~rH·) 
to the jacket. The quick escape 
mechanism consisted of a rigid ring at the bottom of the 
jacket and a ring on the trousers which fit over the rigid 
ring and could be clamped tight over the rigid ring with a 
lever mechanism. Gauntlets were provided for the wrists 
with a locking mechanism so as to be quickly released, 
and the boots were also provided with these devices. One 
will note that the illustration shows no diving weight belt. 
The weights were designed to be attached to the band at 
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the bottom of the jacket and could be removed or added 
as needed. The written description does not include any 
other new ideas. 
The idea was that the diver, in an emergency, could 
remove the suit easily by tripping the lever on the jacket, 
trip the connectors on the wrists and boots, remove them 
and remove the jacket and ascend to the surface. The de-
scription given for dressing is for first putting on the trou-
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sers and then slipping the jacket, helmet attached, over 
the head and putting on the boots and gauntlets. 
How realistic are the goals of this dress? A dress was 
fabricated because the patent states that the dress was 
tested by professionals and inexperienced persons who 
could remove the dress underwater easily in less than 45 
seconds. I have no reason to question this statement, but 
suspect the testing was done only in very shallow water. 
It would be very interesting if any records of the testing 
exist. 
If we allow that the goal of being able to escape from 
the suit underwater is feasible, how realistic would it be 
under actual diving condition? The major problem that I 
find is that if the diver bends over too far to remove the 
jacket and helmet they will immediately flood. This could 
be disastrous if the diver was not expecting it to happen. 
Another major problem is the ascent after the suit was 
shed. The concept of air embolism was not known at the 
time of this patent and would have been a real threat to 
the diver's life. Decompression sickness would also be 
a problem depending on the profile of the dive. Getting 
dressed without assistance would also be possible, but, I 
think, very difficult with the helmet already attached to 
the jacket. The diver would have to have his arms in the 
arms of the jacket to be able to lift the helmet onto his 
shoulders, not an easy task. 
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Houdini did not have a full grasp of the diving phys-
ics as shown by the other objectives. The rigid band on 
the trousers and jacket are said to provide two advan-
tages. The first is that these would prevent the crushing of 
the suit and diver if there was a loss of air pressure. This 
is certainly incorrect. He also stated that the rings would 
allow the diver to compress and decompress faster be-
cause the air pressure in the suit would not have to be as 
high as in the standard gear to balance the water pressure, 
also false. Concerning the weights, he stated that these 
could be added to or removed as needed by the depth of 
the dive. He obviously had no idea that the depth of the 
dive has no relationship to the total weight carried. 
As far as I know, no dresses other than the one he 
demonstrated were ever made or used. Does this suit still 
exist? I recently read a current biography of Houdini. Al-
though there was a reference to a patent he held in Eng-
land for handcuffs (1) (presumably inescapable) there 
was not mention of this patent or the testing. 
1. Brandon, Ruth, The Life and Many Deaths of Har-
ry Houdini, Random House, New York. 1993 
* Each suit handcrafted 
from .031" Aquala-Piy 
* Highly flexible; 
Puncture and 
abrasion resistant 
* CHEMWELD technology 
ensures a long lasting, 
stitch free seam 
* Features historically correct 
tunnel entry, 5 piece hood 
construction, wrist seals and 
heavy duty boots 
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The D.I.Y. Diver Bob's Homemade Helmet, 
Buffalo, New York, 1938 
by Bob Rosborough 
Bob's helmet on the shore of the quarry 
My helmet adventure began 67 years ago, in 1938 
when I was 15 years of age. A friend, who was 18 years 
old, tried to build a diving helmet but did not succeed, so 
I decided to try. 
I had read a book written by a Captain Craig, and I 
thought about building a helmet from an old 30 gallon 
galvanized tank. I got the tank and cut it out by hand with 
a hammer and chisel, which took me three days. For the 
view port I took a one gallon can, cut it in half, and then 
put on plywood with a hole cut in it that was the same 
size as the can. Then I pasted insulation on the inside of 
the plywood and attached a 118" glass pane from the shelf 
of an old medicine cabinet. I only had to cut the length of 
the glass shelf as the width was just right. I then bolted 
it all to the water tank helmet and used another piece of 
plywood to hold it all together. 
I covered the sharp edges around the shoulders with 
old bicycle tires. (There were no inner tubes in those 
days.) There were no electric tools either. I used a drill 
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that you had to push against with your chest so as to ap-
ply heavy pressure. I did this to drill holes through the 
bicycle tire and the tank, and put the bolts on the inside 
of the helmet facing out so they would not cut my shoul-
ders. 
My neighbors donated the rubber hose for the air 
line. No money was involved as there wasn't any. The 
local paint factory would often throw out half pint paint 
samples, so I gathered some of these and mixed them to-
gether to paint the helmet. 
To weight the helmet on each side I used plate hold-
ers that held ties from the railroad tracks. They weighed 
about 10 lbs each, and I painted them black. (They almost 
looked like rabbit ears.) I also used some really heavy 
washers that I picked up from an old barn in Canada that 
had been torn down. I had old leather straps, sort of like 
suspenders, at the back and front down to my waist belt, 
and used old sneakers for my diving shoes. 
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My father was a pipe fitter who was 
working on a high school for WPA, and 
he brought home some discarded 1/4 
inch fittings. I used one for the helmet 
air inlet and others for my four air hand 
pumps which I put together on one long 
narrow board. My friends could stand on 
the board and pump the air down to me 
in the helmet. 
My first dive was at Turtle Quarry 
Two, which had huge turtles in the water. 
That was the only thing about the dive 
I was afraid of, getting my toes bit by a 
turtle. The quarry was about 70 feet deep 
with road beds that led from the shore 
to the bottom. My two brothers and two 
friends were my assistants and we found 
a flat spot to enter the water. They put 
the helmet over my head and strapped it 
on. I started into the quarry and when the 
water reached my shoulders they started 
pumping. The air came in at the top of 
the helmet and was very warm. 
With the air coming in I started down 
and I could feel my feet getting colder 
all the time. I went down until I hit the 
turn in the road and had to pull the air 
hose to straighten it behind me. As I went 
down I was in the shade of trees and the 
water was getting continuously colder. I 
figured I had gone down about 20 to 25 
feet but could no longer stand the cold. 
I started back for the surface but had to 
straighten the kinks in the hose out. Also, 
I was kind of jumping along rather than 
walking, and was using my hands as pad-
dles. I could almost swim because the air in the helmet 
made it very light. It was difficult to turn with the helmet, 
and I had to remain upright as the helmet kept wanting to 
lean with me. 
Suddenly there were stones falling in the water all 
around me and I thought that they were falling from the 
side of the rock quarry. But they were actually being 
thrown at me by the guys on the pumps who wanted me 
to surface as soon as I could. Once I got my shoulders out 
of the water I could see them running and jumping into 
the quarry. I thought they were coming to get the helmet 
off me but they were cooling their feet as the pumps had 
got so hot that they were burning them as they pumped. 
You can imagine the names they were calling me. 
Once the dive was over we loaded the helmet into 
the trunk of a car and headed to Crystal Beach, Ontario, 
where we went straight to the drug store for burn oint-
ment!!! We all had to buy cheese and Red Rose tea from 
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Bob submerges in his helmet. 
Canada to take back to Buffalo. We five guys had a lot of 
groceries to take home to our parents so we had to leave 
the helmet at a friend's house. Nobody ever put their 
shoes on for the trip home! Our friend put the helmet in 
the window of his car repair garage, where it remained 
for a few years. I told my dad that I wanted to make an-
other smaller version of the helmet but he said "Son, 
you proved your point- let it go!" and my brothers and 
friends all agreed. 
Editor's note. This story and the images were sup-
plied by HDS member Glen Campbell of Oregon who is 
the author's nephew. Our thanks to Glen. 
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Book Review 
The epic story of the Italian and British frogmen of 
World War II has been told many times and most readers 
would be forgiven if they thought that surely there could 
be nothing new to add to what has already been written. 
This reviewer certainly felt this way - until a copy of 
Robert Hobson's Chariots of War appeared in the mail-
box. A few minutes of pleasurable reading soon proved 
this assumption to be wrong. 
Robert Hobson comes to this project from a unique 
angle. While clearing his family home following the 
death of his parents, he uncovered a suitcase filled with 
WWII era naval documents stamped "Top Secret." A 
subsequent examination turned up the fact that his father, 
Lieutenant-Commander R. S. Hobson, had been involved 
in the development of the chariot program and the subse-
quent cooperation between British and Italian units after 
1943. This entire aspect of his father's life was unknown 
to Robert, and it launched him on an historical trail that 
would eventually result in this book. 
Hobson recounts the discovery of his father's past 
and his subsequent quest to locate other chariot personnel 
to uncover more ofthe story. Soon what began as an indi-
vidual effort drew together veterans and other interested 
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Chariots of War 
by 
Robert W. Hobson 
Reviewed by 
Nyle C. Monday 
people from Great Britain and Italy, and resulted in the 
founding of the Underwater Heritage Trust. The organi-
zation's first project was to create a working replica of 
a British chariot, and soon they had not only developed 
such a craft, but also managed to locate the remains of an 
actual chariot rusting away in a Portsmouth scrap yard. 
The book contains fascinating essays on the develop-
ment of the underwater breathing apparatus used by the 
divers, the origins of the chariots themselves, and infor-
mation on the Italian and British charioteers. There is a 
chapter on the chariots after the end of WWII. The book 
contains a great deal of useful information which is not 
found in other books, and is heavily illustrated with won-
derful photographs and blueprint style drawings, most 
from Hobson Senior's own files. 
HDS members will find the illustrations of the Slad-
en suit and the development of the Davis Submerged Es-
cape Apparatus (DSEA) of particular interest. Similarly, 
the illustrations and blueprints of the chariots are very 
revealing. The list of technical specifications is the most 
detailed to be found in any book, and photographs of con-
trols, warheads, etc., set a new standard for works on this 
subject. One fact brought up which this reviewer does 
not recall having heard before was the planned use of the 
Sunderland float plane to carry chariots attached beneath 
their wings. 
An important aspect of this volume is an alphabeti-
cal listing of all known Italian and British charioteers. 
This reviewer would like to see similar lists compiled 
of Royal Navy divers involved in the recovery of code 
books from U-Boats during WWI and WWII, of German 
"Battle Swimmers," and other rosters while participants 
are still around to assist. 
Chariots of War is a valuable contribution to the lit-
erature of diving history. It is always wonderful to dis-
cover a book which approaches a familiar topic with new 
sources of information, as this volume does. 
Editor's Note. As we go to press the HDS is trying to 
locate multiple copies of this bookfor members. Contact 
hds@hds.org or call 805-692-0072 for further informa-
tion. 
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Book Review 
The names of Bob Kirby and Bev Morgan can be 
found above and below every ocean on the planet. Their 
names replaced that of England's Siebe Gorman as the 
world standard in surface supplied diving equipment. Al-
though the world uses their equipment, and each man is 
considered a true living legend, only a handful of div-
ers have ever met either Bob Kirby or Bev Morgan. That 
situation is not likely to change as each man has become 
more reserved and private as the years have passed. 
There is now however, a chance to meet Bob Kirby al-
most face-to-face. In his autobiography, Hard Hat Divers 
Wear Dresses, Kirby shoots his story straight from the 
hip, and with no sentimental prisoners taken. Kirby tells 
it like he sees it. 
Imagine, if you will, that you are sitting in a water 
front bar, and a John Wayne sized guy pulls a stool up 
next to you and says "Hey amigo, let me buy you a beer 
and tell you some real diving stories about how it really 
was!" Well, that is exactly how this book reads. Like a 
one-on-one conversation with Kirby. It is a roller coaster 
of Kirby's deep sea diving adventures, some good, some 
bad, some funny, some sad, through the last half of the 
20th century. And Kirby has pretty much written like 
he would have told it, although he admits to having re-
luctantly eliminated much of "my beloved and frequent 
swearing." Even with this minor vocabulary restriction, 
the book is definitely not one for your grandmother. 
Starting out in the early 1950s with his U.S. Navy 
diving career and moving on to abalone diving, Kirby 
wheels out a cast of misfits who find a base in South-
em California and eke out a living off the sea bed. Bob 
Ratcliffe, Lad Handelman, Whitey Steffens, Jerry Todd, 
George Rebuck and Glen Bickford all surface in this ear-
ly period as do Kirby's equipment design talents. Kirby 
eventually migrates to work as a diver in Santa Barbara 
and describes the divers, companies and jobs of that pe-
riod. Here there are adventures with white sharks, old and 
dangerous equipment and the young off-shore oil indus-
try. Kirby joins Associated Divers and, with assistance 
from others, develops and builds his famous helium re-
circulator helmet. He also meets Bev Morgan, who in ad-
dition to his diving skills, has a background in fiberglass 
molding from his involvement in surfing. The two divers 
combine their skills and the Kirby Morgan company is 
born. 
From the early 1960s Kirby's talents with metal, and 
Morgan's with fiberglass, produced an ever evolving line 
of cutting edge equipment that kept up with the demands 
of the military and commercial markets. With a good dose 
of humor Kirby recounts the joy, despair, love, hate and 
ongoing dramas of their partnership as their fortunes rose 
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Hard Hat Divers Wear Dresses 
by Bob Kirby 
Reviewed by Leslie Leaney 
and fell. Crooked business partners, law suits, commer-
cial diving, military contracts and Hollywood all add to 
Kirby's colorful escapades through the world of profes-
sional diving. But it is the recollections of equipment de-
sign and manufacture that really make this an important 
addition to any diver's library. Kirby's insights into why 
the U.S.N. chose the Mark XII, his work with Morgan, 
and how he came to build the helmets for Jim Cameron's 
movie The Abyss highlight the technical side of Kirby's 
character. The book also contains numerous unique pho-
tos from Kirby's career, including some of his helmets. 
Self-published by Kirby, with warts and all, and lim-
ited to only 1,000 copies, Hard Hat Divers Wear Dresses 
will appeal to anyone who has a passion for diving, be it 
commercial, recreational, technical or military. All copies 
are hardbound, and individually numbered and signed by 
Kirby. As the story of one of diving's few living legends, 
it will stand as a personal record of one man's unique 
journey through an industry at its prime. 
Hard Hat Divers Wear Dresses costs $40 and is avail-
able solely from the Historical Diving Society U.S.A. 
805-692-0072, hds@hds.org, www.hds.org. 
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INTERNET AUCTIONS 
America 
Internet auctions and sales during recent months. Prices are rounded to the next highest dollar. 
The content of this column is provided in good faith by members for general interest and is not 
a definitive guide. Vendors' opinions of what items are, and what condition is, are not consistent. 
The HDS-USA and HOM are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings and prices. 
Items that Failed To Meet their Reserve (FTMR) have their highest bids listed. 
DESCO. What appeared to be a prototype of the Buie helmet with the absorbent canister soldered to the back of a 
Browne Utility helmet. No markings or manufacturer's plaque. Good condition with little wear. $10, 877. 
Lindberg Hammar helium recirculator. (See HDM issue #18) Stated to be a Yokohama. Plexiglas front port and a spit 
cock.(!) Sold for $4,058, then relisted at $5,000 opening bid with Buy It Now at $7,000. Removed from auction after 
3 days. 
A.J. Morse & Son Inc. 3 light commercial helmet with repairs and heavy patina. Stated matching #3025. Used by 
Crandall Associates of Chelsea, Ma. No bids on $4,000 opening bid. 
Morse U.S.N. Mark V. # 5179 all matching. Tag number 229. Date 5/44. Appeared to be mint and undove with com-
plete tinning. $ 6,956. 
Schrader U.S.N. Mark V # 1536B, dated 2/44. Looked to have most of its tinning and to be in good condition. Miss-
ing spit cock. FTMR $5,609. 
Schrader U.S.N. Mark V. # 230B, June 1943. Fair condition. $5,600. 
Schrader U.S.N. Mark V. #320 bonnet on #87B breastplate. Date 5/43. Some replaced parts. No tinning. $5,289 
Germany 
Draeger DM20. Matching# 2967. FTMR $3,850. 
(Probably) Draeger DM40 bonnet attached to a Morse breastplate #3326 with matching straps. Neck ring is a 3 bolt. 
An unusual combination well described. $4,500. 
Japan 
Translated text on straps reads "Koto, Japan Water Helmet 9th Year of the Showa." A very clean three light stated to 
date from 1939. Two dents on bonnet, full tinning. $1,824. 
Older tall bonnet 3light helmet. No manufacturer's plaque. Lots of wear. $1,225. 
United Kingdom 
Heinke. Bonnet only. Pearler bonnet missing several parts and showing a lot of use. Located in Australia. $1,500. 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 6 bolt matching #14,650. No tinning. Otherwise looked to be in good condition. $6,100. 
Books 
Beebe. Shore Fishes of Bermuda. 1933 first, signed by Beebe. $155. 
Corbin. The Romance of Submarine Engineering. $99. 
Davis. Deep Diving & Submarine Operations. 8th no d/j. VG condition. $168. 
Davis. Deep Diving & Submarine Operations. 8th in d/j. Ex-lib. $157. 
Davis. Deep Diving & Submarine Operations. 8th in d/j. VG condition. $300. 
Davis. Deep Diving & Submarine Operations. 9th in d/j & slip case. VG condition. $306. 
Eadie. I Like Diving. 1929. No d/j. $68. 
Gilpatric. The Compleat Goggler, 1938. no d/j, fair condition. $281. 
Gilpatric. The Compleat Goggler, 1957 in d/j. $160. 
Lyons. Helmets of the Deep, leather binding, in d/j. FTMR $1,130. 
Narrative of the Loss of the Royal George. June 1840. $188. 
Parker. 20,000 Jobs Under the Sea, in d/j VG condition. $114. 
Schrader's Son. 100 Years of Air Control. Poor condition. $143. 
Young. The Man in the Helmet, in d/j. $199. 
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Vintage Gear: 
Canadian Double Hose Regulator: with label that reads Canadian Liquid 
Air Co., Ltd. Made in Canada, No. 1652. Winning bid: C $3,656.00 (Ap-
proximate US $3,089.01). 
Japanese Double Hose Regulator: Copy of the U.S. Divers Aqua-Master 
regulator made by Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Winning Bid: US $153.52. 
Blakeslee Collection: Co-Originator and Co-Publisher of Skin Diver Maga-
zine, Chuck Blakeslee recently offered these sets of items from his personal 
collection: 
Canadian Double Hose Regulator 
Speargun Collection: Six items used and/or patented by 
Chuck Blakeslee including Tahitian style rubber powered gun with 
thumb trigger, Wally Potts rubber powered gun, Brazilian C02 
gun, original Barracuda C02 gun designed by Chuck and produc-
tion model with patents, and a hybrid C02 Barracuda hopped up 
with two cartridges. Winning bid: US $2,282.00. 
66 Books: From Chuck's library including Skin Diver Maga-
zine published The Compleat Goggler and signed copy of The Si-
lent World by Cousteau and Gagnan. Winning bid: US $1,550.00. 
Complete Collection of Skin Diver Magazines: This includes 
51 years starting with December of 1951 and includes some 661 
issues of SDM, some library bound, some in binders and some 
loose. Winning bid: US $5,000.00. 
Chuck Blakeslee with some of his collection. 
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Classic Diving Equipment Groups 
Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDS-USA 
does not conduct any in-water activities. Some American 
based divers have formed groups to restore, operate and 
preserve the classic equipment of America's rich diving heritage. These groups often contain divers who are members of 
the HDS-USA. The activities of these groups are not official HDS-USA functions and the HDS-USA is not involved in any 
of the activities of these groups, a sad situation that the HDS-USA is forced to endure. This column is produced solely for 
the interest of our readers. Please consult the HDS-USA disclaimer at the front of this issue. 
California Classic Equipment Divers 
The fall of 2004 was a busy one for the CCED. On 
November 20, we were invited to dive at the College of 
Oceaneering's Open House in San Diego. Although we 
made only six hard hat dives, it was a busy day. Jocko 
Robinson brought his well-traveled and now famous Chi-
nese TF 12Y4C helmet with the exciting "ditch and don" 
feature. This helmet suffered from a problem in manu-
facturing that resulted in a poor thread fit between the 
helmet and the breastplate. This allowed the seal to "pop" 
open at will. The helmet was shipped back to China for 
repair and, unfortunately, came back just as bad. Charlie 
Orr brought his Desco Jack Browne Commercial and an 
old Schrader MKV, while Mark Howell and Brad Speer 
brought sets of rare scuba gear for testing. Russ Parmenter 
won the COO's drawing and was given the opportunity 
to dive the heavy gear. COO's now famous lunch was 
served hot from the open grill, a welcome respite from 
the chilly season. 
It was with heavy hearts that we learned of the pass-
ing of Harold Nething on November 29, 2004 (see "The 
Navy Diver, Harold Nething and His 0 2 Rebreather" in 
HDM No.31, page 39). Harold's friendly demeanor and 
cheerful smile quickly made him a favorite with every-
one in the group, both young and old. Harold seldom 
missed an event and even though he was in his late 70s 
he handled the heavy Mark V gear with ease. He was 
always happy to lend a hand dressing-in the younger div-
ers, teaching the correct procedures in dive safety, and 
passing on his extensive knowledge in both the heavy 
gear and scuba. Harold was a special person and an ex-
ceptional man. He will be forever missed by all of us. 
On December 4th, we dove at the COO's Wilming-
ton campus. With Harold Nething's services held on De-
cember 3rd, cancellation of this event was considered, 
but it was decided to go ahead with the rally and hold 
it in Harold's honor. Along with the regulars, we were 
joined by two of our newest members, Tobin George of 
Deep Sea Supply in Pasadena, and Dale Swift from Santa 
Rosa, California. Under the guidance of Ken McElvain, 
Jocko Robinson and Mark Howell the day went smoothly 
with eight dives in the heavy gear and several in vintage 
scuba. Even though it was raining cats and dogs, the COO 
staff managed to serve hot grilled BBQ burgers, hot dogs 
and salads under portable tents. 
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For information concerning the CCED, contact Char-
lie Orr at Neverbent@aol.com or (310) 834-7051. Web-
site: www.CalClassic.org 
Photos© John Hilliard 
Carol Gross with Jack Browne Commercial Hat 
Jocko Robinson, Ken McElvain, Harold Nething 
and Brad Speer 
Carol Gross 
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Brass Hat Diver 
Is it fun? Is it easy? Is it rewarding? These are the 
common questions we are asked from other people want-
ing to start their own vintage gear dive group. We have 
seen several other groups formed thinking it is a walk in 
the park and nothing but fun, fun, and more fun only to 
find out it's work, work, and more work. Along with the 
work come liability issues due to the dangerous nature of 
working with unfamiliar and untested equipment. If you 
are serious about diving vintage gear or starting a vintage 
gear dive group maybe what we have learned over the 
past few years will help you decide what is best for you. 
We break dive groups into three categories. 
First, we will start with the working equipment 
group. This is usually a person or small group having 
their own vintage gear and willing to share it with other 
individuals without gear in public areas. The main goal 
is to get as many people interested in joining their group 
and purchasing their own gear, making the group grow 
larger and larger. This is a great concept, but very risky. 
Unless you have personnel or instructors familiar with 
the equipment and willing to teach and assume respon-
siblity, you are opening yourself and members to a large 
liability issue if someone gets hurt. Not only will this af-
fect you; it could damage by association other legitimate 
working equipment groups that follow strict safety and 
dive protocols that pertain to their group. 
Second, we have demonstration groups. This is usu-
ally a small group of individuals who like to bring out 
and display and/or demonstrate their vintage gear to the 
public. This is our specialty at Brass Hat Diver. Our dem-
onstrations normally consist of an experienced diver from 
within our group along with a safety diver, tender and air 
control personnel. Now this is where the fun and easy 
questions come in. Examples of how we run our event 
start with this photo of us checking and loading selected 
gear before an event, usually three to four hours. Next 
photo is a typical set-up and final check at a marina before 
the crowds arrive, usually two to three hours. Third photo 
shows event in progress. Most demonstrations last one to 
two hours, one to two times a day - with our displays 
open during the entire time of the event. This is were the 
real satisfaction begins of being involved with an active 
group; to watch the kids' eyes light up seeing a diver get 
dressed and entering the water. Most common questions 
asked are how much does all that weigh, and did you find 
any treasure or see any mermaids down there? We finish 
our dive with kids taking pictures with our diver, hands 
on with selected gear, along with a question and answer 
session with our volunteers. I won't go into tear down 
and clean-up as it always seems much longer than it re-
ally is, averaging three to four hours. Keep in mind none 
of this includes travel time to or from the event. As you 
can tell, demonstration groups are not for the lighthearted 
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who want fun, fun, fun. You must be dedicated to the 
cause and willing to spend between 9 to 13 hours not 
including travel time. 
The third and most popular group involves friends 
getting together and sharing a common interest in vintage 
gear, and diving for self-satisfaction. This is how our core 
group started out, and still spends much time together. We 
call ourselves "Vintage Divers" not because of our age, 
but because we enjoy any and all types of vintage dive 
gear and its history. As our collections grew, we started 
sharing it with the public and formed a demonstration 
group called the "Brass Hat Diver." 
Phone 854-261-6995 or www.brasshatdiver.com 
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The First Annual Kalymnos Diving 
Festival 
by Faith Warn 
A sponge diver wears the helmet suit known as 
skafandro, "man as boat." 
Held in September 2004, in Greece, the week-long 
event saw tours, exhibitions and cultural events on land, 
and just about every form of diving at sea, including the 
search for wrecks and a sunken city. An ambitious un-
dertaking for a small, rocky outcrop in the Aegean, but 
Kalymnos is no ordinary Greek island. For centuries its 
culture and people have been immersed in diving and 
the sea, through their quest for Kalyrnnian Gold - the 
sponge. A hundred years ago their brave divers domi-
nated Mediterranean waters while their wealthy mer-
chants controlled world markets. Now, this proud island 
race maintains its traditions - but the glory days of the 
sponge trade are over. With one eye on the is-
land's history and the other on its people's sur-
vival, the Kalymnos Mayor, Municipal Tour-
ist Organization, and Festival Committee are 
focusing on diving tourism. Already they have 
persuaded the Greek government to release 
12 kilometers of new coastal waters for scuba 
exploration and to fund a marine conservation 
park in a sheltered area of natural beauty. 
In crystal clear, mild waters, qualified scu-
ba divers made two different dives each day 
of the festival. At Liani Puncta they saw sev-
eral dramatic wrecks of fishing boats, and at 
Saint George, a pre-WWII steel cargo ship of 
about 2,000 tons which lies at 5 to 30 meters 
against a cliff face. They also explored spec-
tacular caverns with brilliantly colored plants 
and algae and spotted parrot fish, grouper, 
moray eels, starfish, octopus, lobster, - and 
of course sponges. Would-be divers enjoyed 
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free Discover Scuba lessons from local instructors. "The 
standard of professionalism and equipment is very high," 
remarked Dr. John Bevan, chairman of the UK Historical 
Diving Society. 
Visitors from Greece, Britain, Turkey, Libya, France, 
Australia, the U.S.A. and other countries exchanged 
knowledge and expertise with Kalymnos divers, boat 
builders, historians, painters, sculptors and even medical 
staff at the local hospital's state-of-the-art decompression 
chamber. They also saw sponge processing workshops 
and three museums devoted to sponge diving, folklore 
and the sea, and sampled typical local dishes such as 
lamb stuffed with rice. 
Current sponge diving methods may seem adventur-
ous to outsiders. In the past, when the helmet suit was 
used with insufficient decompression, they often proved 
deadly. The image of a bends-stricken diver who insists 
on performing the "sponge diver's dance" with his com-
rades is electrifying. The theme was also taken up in film 
at the festival, with a screening by the Kalymnos Cinema 
Club of The Sponge Diver's Dance, an award-winning 
documentary by Vassilis Vassiliadis. 
With its dramatic mountain scenery, a buzzing, pic-
turesque port, quiet coastal villages, clean beaches and 
plentiful accommodations at reasonable cost, Kalymnos 
already offers visitors in the know a warm welcome. 
Soon, it could be a hot destination, an icon of diving ad-
venture. As they boarded the ferry for their journey home, 
most festival visitors swore to return, some bringing their 
families with them. "Kalymnians are big-hearted people 
with a tragic history," one said. "This week has given me 
much more than good diving." 
The 2nd Kalymnos Diving Festival takes place Sep-
tember 4 - 11, 2005. Contact www.kalymnos-isl.gr. 
Sponge diver using the "nargile" method. 
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It's with a heavy heart that I report the passing of a loyal Navy Diver. Harold Nething was born on October 31, 
1924 and passed away on November 29, 2004. In February 1943, in the midst of World War II, eighteen-year-old 
Harold enlisted in the United States Navy. Assigned to the Destroyer LIVERMORE he spent two years escorting convoys 
across the North Atlantic. After the war, Harold attended the Navy's Deep Sea Diving School at the Naval Gun Fac-
tory in Washington, D.C. 
He graduated 1st Class Navy Diver and was assigned to the SPERRY, a large submarine tender out of San Diego. 
Here he honed his diving skills with the heavy Mark V gear, doing the many required underwater inspections and 
repairs. His duties also included running the dive locker and the re-compression chamber, and maintaining and re-
pairing all dive gear. In 1952, while salvaging two LST ships in Korea, he saw a notice for UDT volunteers. Looking 
for an opportunity to further his diving skills, Harold put in for a transfer. His orders came through and he was off to 
Coronado, California for UDT training. Along with extensive underwater demolition training Harold learned to use 
the Aqua-Lung. Because of his background as a 1st Class Navy Diver he was part of the training staff for the Pirelli 
oxygen rebreather. Here he was able to discover and survive a fundamental flaw in the Pirelli 's construction. 
Eventually Harold was assigned to the Naval Ordnance Test Station in Long Beach, California working on the 
Polaris Missile program. Navy divers were responsible for setting up and maintaining the underwater launch pads. In 
February of 1963, after 20 of years active service, Harold retired from the Navy. 
A year later he went to work for Ocean Science and Engineering in Long Beach. One of the diving projects was 
deploying the WEBS (weapons effect buoy system) off of Nassau in the Bahamas. Another was the Deep Mooring 
Project for the U.S. Coasts & Geodetic Survey. This project involved deploying and recovering magnetometers on 
the sea floor used to record the effects of magnetic fields on the earth. In 1976 Harold retired from Ocean Science and 
Engineering and moved on to Ocean Design and Engineering, where he worked until 1980. Harold often said, "Div-
ing was the best thing that ever happened to me." 
After years of retirement Harold's interest in diving was revived. He discovered the California Classic Equipment 
Divers working equipment group and became an integral part of the team. Harold loved to attend the dive meets, 
tending the younger divers, diving the heavy gear and vintage scuba himself and passing on what he had learned in a 
half century of diving. These were certainly golden years for CCED members as well. Only a few days before his ill-
ness Harold attended the SEALAB reunion in San Diego and had a ball renewing old friendships and talking diving. 
Harold will be surely missed by all who had the pleasure of knowing him. Our best to his wife and three brothers, his 
son, two daughters, and six grandchildren. 
Mark Howell 
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A RARE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE. 
'Poisonous and venomous 
marine animals of the world' 
By Bruce W. Halstead, M.D. 
Very large three volume set, 
new unused, in original shipping 
cartons. 
Vol.1 Invertebrates 994 pp. Pub 
1965 
Vol. 2 Vertebrates 1070 pp. 
Pub1967 
Vol. 3 Vertebrates 1001 pp. 
Pub1970 
Pub. By the United States 
Gov. Printing Office. Profusely 
illustrated in color &, black I 
white photos & drawings. Hard 
cover in blue & green cloth. 
No dust jacket issued. Size 
9-3/4x12x2-1/2. $295 per set, 
plus shipping $20 in the U.S.A. 
only. 
Phone Omar: 435-826-4989 
Korean Helmets, Pre World 
War II. Three light, 12 bolt with 
manufacturer's plates. Photos, 
prices, descriptions on request. Jim 
Shuttleworth, 
Call 909-595-6655 or email 
jinipinxit@ aol.com, 
P.O. BOX 93575, Industry, CA 
91715-3575. 
YOKOHAMA SUITS One No. 3 
type A. THIS SUIT IS STILL IN 
ITS UNOPENED BOX. The box 
Original Movie Poster, collection, 
whole or individual items. Entire 
theme is ocean adventure/scuba/ 
sci-fi., Contact John Brill, 303-979-
0655 
Great Diving Books! 
American Dive Catalog Collection, 
over 400 pages, hard cover w/ 
leatherette finish. From the 1870s, 20 
catalogs. $106.00 w/ U.S. postage 
A. Schrader Diving Equipment Co. 
Historical Package over 40 old 
actual diving prints. Much history 
and previously unknown information 
on Schrader $69.00 w/ U.S. postage. 
Diving WithandWithoutArmor. Diver 
J.B. Green's 1859 autobiography. 
Reprinted with added news articles 
pertaining to him. Only $12.00 w/ 
U.S. postage. 
U.S. Navy 1916 Diving Manual. The 
jewel of all Navy Manuals! 172 pages 
with 42 illustrations. Professionally 
reprinted, only $19.00 w/ U.S. 
postage. Ray Mathieson, 16509 
Sylvan Dr., Bowie, MD 20715. 301-
464-8852 Checks or Credit Card 
DIVING HELMETS, BOOTS & 
KNIVES Plus lots more! 
12 bolt 3 light Tin plated, unused -
$1000 
12 bolt 4 light Tin plated, unused -
$1100 
Brass Divers Knives New- $150 
Brass diving boots - $200 
All authentic. * will ship * call Gio@ 
805-461-3500 or email for pictures 
GMDI®CHARTER.NET 
is just as it cleared customs in 1988, L--------------
Price $1,600. 
One No. 3 Type A, new unpunched, 
price $1,200. 
Phone Dave Clark: 206-783-6699, or 
email: dlclark@nwlinkcom 
ScubaPro Regulator willing to 
trade, brand new, Mark I, Mark II, 
Mark III, Mark V, Mark VI, Mark 
Vll regulartor with pilot or an Air 
1 second stage. I would like to buy 
a SuperLite in good condition. 
Roger: Fax 418-525-8893 
Old Items From Craftsweld/ 
Schrader. 
A. Schrader's son Cuff expanders. 
$150.00 per pair, stamped and in 
great condition. At least 53 years 
old. 
A. Schrader & Son Cuff expanders, 
date 1887 to 1896! Stamped, unique 
shape. V.G. $400 per pair. Only 2 
pairs. 
Craftsweld cuff expanders, $150.00 
per pair. Stamped only a few. 
MarkV: 
Neck ring gaskets in military wrap 
$20.00 
Unused BTE exhaust valves 
$100.00. 
D.T. L. Assy, for communications 
$65.00. 
Telephone cable jacks $70.00. 
Telephone cable connectors 
$70.00. 
Schrader MkV face plates unused 
$100.00. 
Tee wrenches $60.00. 
Wing nuts $10.00- $12.00. 
Communications Wrenches $30.00 
Checks or credit cards. Ray 
Mathieson, 16509 Sylvan Dr., 
Bowie, MD, 20715. 301-464-8852. 
Rare Colored Lithography 
numbered 44/250 
Signed Steward, size 38x50 ems, 
perfect condition. Subject: work 
on sunken Submarine A1, 1904, 
representing two standard divers 
at work on the submarine. Justified 
price. Photos together with article 
in newspaper available. 
Call: Pierre Meyer, 
011-33-3-88-68-83-63 (France, 
European time.) 
26 Rue Jeanne d'Arc 
GEISPOLSHEIM 67400 
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EARLYU.S.DIVERJ- VALVE, pre 1953 
with the side yoke mount. Pair of 1940's 
black Churchill swim fins. Call Mark: 
949-770-4920 or lafireboat@aol.com 
INFORMATION WANTED: 
Any information on diver CHARLES 
CQNilERI 
Brooklyn, NY, ca. 1825-1832. 
Contact Mike Gray at 
omgra;i@worldnet.att.net or 19522 
Hampton Drive, Boca Raton, FL 
33434. 
JOHN DATE HELMET, gears, 
books, photos, flyers, posters etc. 
Send information and prices with a 
description to: 
'La Societe Historique du Plongee du 
Quebec' 
964 Chemin Thomas Maher, Ville du 
Lac St Joseph, Quebec, Canada GOA 
3MO 
Fax 418-875-1786 
MORSE Shallow water helmet, pair of 
1940's black Churchill swim fins. Call Mark 
949-770-4920 LAFIREBOAT@ AOL. 
COM 
WANTED Two original Morse lead 
weights for a WWII era Morse US Navy 
Mark V weight belt. The weights should 
be marked 'A.J. Morse & Son, Boston 
Mass. USA' contact:jack.schrader@cox. 
net. 
Serious Collector wants the following 
two hose regulators: CG 45, Canadian 
Liquid Air, Spaco, USD "Trademark", 
International Divers, J.C. Higgins, Sea 
Horse, Demone, Loosco, Poseidon, Mares, 
Narghile, Souplair, Sensivair and Nem-
rod V2. Also need 1950s U.S. Divers 
triple tanks or parts. Buy or trade. Email 
dan@vintagescubasupply.com or call 
(541)597-4833 Pacific Time. 
HAVE 3 PERFECT condition Korean hel-
mets, need bonnet (top) for 1942 DESCO 
MkV. Will trade Korean helmet for MkV 
bonnet or for any Russian, Asian, or cool 
helmet that will diversify my massive three 
hat collection. Eric 808-627-1102 email: 
eric.macdonald@navy.mil 
WANTED Early California 1950 thru 
to 1960's black & white photos or 
negatives of diving and fishing. 
Phone: Chett at: 1-800-423-5175 ext 
270. 
e-mail ChettL@ LBieyewear.com 
VintageDoubleHose.Com 
Parts and Service for Vintage Double Hose Regulators 
... 
"o 
Bryan Pennington 
bryan@vintagedoublehose.com 
10800 W. 133rd Terr #7 
Overland Park. KS 66213 
We are a proud sponsor of 
Historical Diver Magazine 
and the 
Historical Diving Society 
AQUA AIR INDUSTRIES, INC. 
639 Manhattan Blvd. 
Harvey, LA. 70058 USA 
www.aquaairind.com 
Phone 
(504) 362-8124 
Fax 
(504) 362-3600 
E-Mail 
sales@ aquaairind.com 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
Class of Membership: 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership) .. $1000.00 D Family (Domestic USA Only) ................. $50.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Individual (Domestic USA Only) ............ $40.00 
D Diving Clubs ......................................................... $50.00 D Student (Domestic USA Only) ................ $30.00 
D Institutional (Colleges and Schools) ..................... $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................. $50.00 
D Dive Stores ........................................................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................... $55.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. DYes DNo 
Signed: ....................................................................................................... Date: ......................................... 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE EACH TOTAL 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
D Cash DCheck (enclosed) MOD CAresidents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Credit Card: D[.:=.J D~ D Total shipping (see item description) 
Total enclosed 
Card NO: (U.S. FUNDS DRAWN ON 
U.S. BANKS ONLY, PLEASE) 
Exp. Date: Please photocopy this form. 
MAIL ORDER TO: Name on Card (Please Print) HISTORICAL DMNG SOCIETY ORDERS 
340 S KeUogg Ave., Ste E 
Signature SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117 U.S.A. 
CALL OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
Phone Number in case there are problems Phone 805-692-0072 or Fax 805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 
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HDS SIGNATURE CLOTHING 
OFFICIAL POLO SHIRT 
By popular demand the Society Polo Shirt is back. 100% cotton 
made in the USA. Dark Blue with embroidered Gold Society helmet 
logo. Sizes L, XL. $30.00 plus $8.00 domestic S&H; Overseas con-
tact hds@hds.org. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
HDS SIGNATURE HAT 
Navy blue hat with HDS logo embroidered on front. 
One size fits most. $15.00 plus $3.00 S&H Over-
seas contact hds@hds.org. CA residents add 7.75% 
sales tax. 
DENIM LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT 
HDSUSAAugustus Siebe helmet logo 
embroidered in gold on the breast of a 
denim twill seven-button shirt with but-
ton-down collar and button-through 
front pocket. Oversized to fit over a 
turtleneck or T-shirt. 100% cotton. 
Sizes L, XL. State logo preference. 
$30.00 plus $8.00 S&H; Overseas 
contact hds@hds.org. CA residents 
add 7.75% sales tax. 
U.S. Navy Mark V T-shirt Mark V helmet in silver with gold trim on the 
back of 100% USA made cotton T-shirt. Smaller Mark V on front pocket 
area. Black or Ash, sizes L, XL, XXL. $15.00 plus $3.00 domestic S&H; 
Overseas contact hds@hds.org. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
HDS SIGNATURE BRIEF BAG 
This sleek, stylish brief bag is constructed in rugged 600 denier 
polyester with 6-1/4" zippered gusset, nylon lining and fold-over 
front flap complete with zip pocket and plastic clasps. Offers a 
zip-close main compartment, front slip pocket, double-zip pocket, 
single-zip pocket, 3 accessory pockets (1 with Velcro® closure) and 
6 pen-holder loops. Has reinforced handle, adjustable/detachable. 
Includes HDS logo embroidered on front flap. $30.00 plus $8.00 
S&H. Contact hds@hds.org for Overseas shipping. CA residents 
add 7.75% sales tax. 
Check the HDS web site for new styles 
www.hds.org 
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~DAN. 
Ol vera Alert Network 
Your Dive Safety Auoclltlon 
£? 
OeEANIC 
Inventing The Freedom Of Diving 
Dive Commercial 
International 
Morse Diving 
Since 1837 
Since 1937 
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GLOBAL 
